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Pagelb
Jacksonville State .stormed
out of Murray Saturday
night with a 28-23 win over
the Racers. The team travels to Samford {or a 1 p.m.
Saturday showdown against
the Bulldogs.

Page 5b
Alpha Delta Pi held its first
Battle of the Bands :Friday
in Lovett Auditorium to
raise money for the Ronald
McDonald House.
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Employee sues Dennison, MSU
Melissa Kilcoyne

"1 denied all this five years ago and
offered to take a lie detector test but was
assured by Dr. Kern Alexander that was
not necessary. And I still deny it today. I
went ahead and took a lie detector test,
and that will validate my innocence."

Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Annazette Fields, director of Equal
Opponunity, on Sept. 21 tiled a complaint alleging sexual harassment,
employment discrimination and
obstruction of justice against former
Athletics Director E.W. Dennison,
Murray State and other defendants.
Fields' attorney Theodore H. Lavit,
filed the lawsuit in the U.S. District
Court in Paducah, where Dennison's
action against the University for
defamation and breach of contract is
pending. Fields' complaint also names
James Butts, former president of the
Racer Foundation, and C. M. Baker of
Murray as individual defendants.
The complaint seeks $2 million in
damages for each of four counts listed. Allegedly, the defendants "intentionally, maliciously and without

E. W. Dennison
Former Athletics Director

regard to their falsity. published
numerous false statements" about
Fields. whfch caused "injury in her
occupation, embarrassment and
humiliation."
Lavit said the complaint is serious
and was ftled in a timely manner. He
is in the process of preparing service
papers for defendants and has 120
days to do so.

Alexander
to interview
at California
university

In the suit, Fields explained a sexu·
al harassment charge she ftled with
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission in April against Dennison. The commission dismissed the
claim in June and notified Fields of
her right to file a suit for damages.
Allegedly, Dennison retaliated
against her for reporting sexual
harassment that occurred in her hotel

room May 16, 2000, during a business
trip in Indianapolis, Ind.
Lavit said Fields and her then-husband, Eddie Fields, who was head
coach of the women's basketball team
at the time, reported the alleged sexu·
al assault to the University soon after
it occurred.
The complaint claims Dennison
attempted "to take sexual liberties
with (Fields) against her will" in a
hotel room in May 2000 during a University business trip.
"The University was aware of it,"
Lavit said. "It was reported immediately to the University and others.
The University made some changes.
"Mr. Dennison confessed to the
sexual harassment, and thereafter,
everybody went about their business
for a little while, for a few years, until
such time as Mr. Dennison was transferred."
However, Dennison said he never

Restoring the Bottoms

Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@th1!11ews.org

The California State University at
Long Beach named Murray State President F. King Alexander one of four finalists In their interviews of presidential
candidates.
Alexander .will travel to Long Beach
for an all·day interview Oct. 20. Howev·
er, be is not set on leaving the area.
"As have most other university presidents, I have been fonunate to have been
nominated
for
'' (My daugh- presidencies at
ters) and I other universities
in the past and may
love Murray be in the future,"
State, Murray Alexander said in a
and west Ken- released statement.
"(My daughters)
tucky. At this and I love Murray
time, I have State, Murray and
no other plans west Kentucky. At
this time, I have no
but to stay in other
plans, but to
Murray."
stay in Murray."
Other candidates are Wilson
F. King
Alexander Bradshaw, president of MetropoliUniversity
tan State UniversiPresident
ty;
Gary
W.
Reichard, provost and senior vice president for Academic Affairs at CSU; and
Richard H. Wells, chancellor at the University of Wisconsin·Oshkosh.
The new CSU president will replace
Robert C. Maxson, who served for 11
years. The replacement will take place in
the school around January 2006, according to the school's Web site.
Colleen Bentley-Adler, director of Public Affairs at CSU, said all candidates for
the position arc well·qualilicd.
"In general, they're looking for someone who is going to carry on the good
that President Maxson has done," Bentley-Adler said. "The new president will
certainly bring his own perspective but
will carry on the great programs in existence."
Bentley-Adler said the search for a
replacement began in April with the
appointment of a Board of Trustees and
other representatives to a committee,
which will discuss who to hire.
"This is probably one of the most com·
petitive we've had, and the candidates are
all just extremely outstanding,'' she said.
According to the 2004·05 CSU budget,
the president rccdves $245,484 a year.
However, Bentley-Adler said the salary
for a new president will be negotiated
after the committee makes a final selection.
CSU is a 323-acrc campus located
south of Los Angeles. Long Beach is the
fifth largest city in California, with a population of 481,000, according to the Web
site. The school's enrollment is about
31,000, according to the school's site.

confessed to the sexual harassment.
''I denied this all five years ago and
offered to take a lie detector test but
was assured by Dr. Kern Alexander
that was not necessary," Dennison
said. "And I still deny it today. I went
ahead and took a lie detector test, and
that will validate my innocence."
Lavit said former University Presi·
dent Kern Alexander knew about the
complaint. and Murray State main·
tained documents about the claim.
After the Board of Regents reas·
signed Dennison to director of Cor·
porate and Foundation Giving, Lavit
said Dennison began retaliation
efforts against Fields and Murray
State. Dennison worked with James
Butts and C.M. Baker to discredit
Fields to Murray State's Board of
Regents, according to the suit.
Dennison said in a prepared state·

see FIELDS' I 3a

New Clark
could hike
housing
fees
Jim Burress
Contributing Writer

I

'

Amandil Von Kannci/The News

Reed Clapp, freshman from Mayfield and Sigma Phi Epsilon member, helps paint a storage building at the Bottoms In Mayfield Saturday during an all-Greek community service
project to restore the area. Several Greeks volunteered for the one-day program.

Murray State will issue $165 million
worth of bonds later this year as it goes
ahead with plans to replace Clark College
with a new residential hall.
Ultimately, students will repay the
money.
"I think that, first, we have no choice,"
said Tom Denton, vice president of
Finance and Administrative Services.
"We have 35-year-plus age of buildings.
It's either construct new facilities or continue to put money into buildings that are
outdated. One way or the other, we're
going to put money into facilities."
Denton said the residence halls on
campus might have cost $1 million when
constructed in the 1960s, but times and
expectations are much different now.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said the University will no
longer build high-rise housing because it
does not facilitate the residential college
setting.
Of the $16.5 million in bonds, $13.7 mil·
lion will go for construction and land
preparation. The remaining money will
go toward bond issuance costs and a debt
service reserve of $1.2 million, Denton
said.
He said if the costs were immediately
passed on to students, Housing charges
would increase about 5 to 6 percent. but
the University is trying to lower the initial cost.
"What we're trying to do is defer the
first payment," Denton said. "By doing
so. that would give us a way to provide a
lower increase in the first year."
However, there would be a small
increase and subsequent increases in the
next several years.

see LOCAL I 3a

Alliance works to add 'sexual orientation' to clause
Stefanie Davenport
Contributing Writer
Katie Dixon, junior from
Post MiUs, Vt., is working
through Murray State's
Alliance group to add a sex·
ual discrimination claus~ in
the campus' nondiscrimina·
tion policy.
Murray State's nondis·
crimination policy lists race,
color, national origin, sex,
religion, marital status, age
and disability as things It
will not discriminate against
and DLxon thinks sexual orientation should be added to
this list.
"I feel that sexual orienta·

''If people put their

religious aside, they
would see (sexual
orientation) 1s the
same as any other
right."
Katie Dixon
Junior from Post Mills, Vt.

tion isn't a choice," Dixon
said. "It's part of who you
are. It should be protected,
just like your gender is."
Alliance is a gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender and
straight ~roup that focuses
on opening awareness to the

gay community on campus.
"It is a group that is open
to anyone," said Patricia
Lovett, a student life associ·
ate. "Some issues are related
to spreading awareness of
the gay/lesbian communi·
ty."
The group, founded in
1996 has tried to get the sexual discrimination policy
passed since its establish·
ment, Dixon said.
Dixon noticed the Univer·
sity's policy was lackinK the
winter of 2004 before she
transferred here in spring
2005. Murray State and
Morehead State are the two
Kentucky state schools that

do not have a sexual orientation clause in their policy.
Dixon and Alliance have
been working toward getting their petition on the
sexual discrimination clause
passed through the Office of
Equal Opportunity. ln the
past, it has failed to attract
support, she said.
''I'm sure it has a lot to do
with personal beliefs,"
Dixon said. ·•yf people put
their religious beliefs aside,
they would see (sexual orientation) is the same as any
other right."
Stephanie Wells, senior
from
Owensboro
and
Alliance president, agrees.

"No matter what you con·
sider yourself. you fall under
some category of sexual ori·
entation," Wells said. "The
clause will affect everyone."
To be allowed to make a
statement, Alliance must get
1,000 signatures on the peti·
tion.
"As of last Thursday, we
have 150," Dixon said.
She also has been writing
letters about sexual discrimination to state senator.
"It's not about supporting
gay rights," Dixon said. "it is
about believing in equality."
Alliance meets at 8 p.m.
Thursdays on the third floor
of the Curris Center.
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Oct. 6

he News

Two students enjoy the autumn weather at Kenlake Saturday. A group
of students visited the lake for a break from midterm stress.

Essential Day Spa supports
br east cancer awareness
October is Breast Cancer Awareness
month and the Essential Day Spa wW host
fundraisers throughout the month.
On Oct. 21, the spa wW extend its hours
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., offering half-hour
massages, thirty-minute facials, manicures.
pedicures and shampoo, cut and styles,
with all of the profits going to the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation for
Breast Cancer Research.
· The Essential Day Spa also will conduct
other small-scale fundraisers and provide
information on home breast exams.
Guests of the salon/spa will have the
opportunity to purchase Breast Cancer
Awarencss Bracelets or make donations to
have their name put on the Essential Day
Spa Wall of Fame.
Community members are requested to
come support the search for a cure at 1307
Johnson Blvd. For more information, call
767-0760.

'News from the real world'
offers career information
The organizational communication
department has invited 12 alumni to return
to Murray State for "News from the real
world: How organizational communicatir,n works in the real world."
• The program is designed to give Murray
State alumni who are working in the field
a chance to discuss potential careers with

students who arc currently in the program.
The alumni will discuss their careers,
how they have applied the organizational
communication degree and advice they
have for students. Careers to be discussed
include sales, human resource management, investment management, purchasing, non-profit administration, government, training and development, commercial real estate and law.
The program will be held from 9 a.m. to
noon Thursday on the third floor of Wilson Hall.
All interested students are invited to
attend. For more information, phone Steve
Cox or Jamie Helton at 762·4483.

Thoroughbred Association
sponsors 10 scholarships
Keeneland and the Kentucky T hor·
oughbred Association will host College
Scholarship Day Friday.
Full-time students can register to win
one of 10 $1,000 scholarships.
The winners of the scholarships will be
announced after each of the 10 races, and
students must be present to win. All students with a valid Raccrcard will receive
free admission on College Scholarship
Day..

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news e~itor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

over to the Murray Police Depart10:17 a.m. A caller from the ROTC ment for investigation.
10:10 a.m. A caller from Han ColBuilding
requested
parking
lege requested assistance finding a
enforcement issue citations to
vehicle, because he had forgotten
motorcycles parked on the side
where it was parked. The vehicle
walk. Parking enforcement was
was found at College Courts.
notified.
10
p.m. A caller from Transporta4:50 p.m. A caller from J\lexander
tion
Services reported their vehicle
Hall reported subjects in the playwas locked inside the facility. Offiground area. The subjects app'eared
cers advised the North gate was
to be tearing up the p layground
equipment. An officer asked the .unlocked, but the subjects said it
was too far to walk. An officer
individuals to leave and to not
opened a closer g;1te.
return.
5:31p.m. The residence director of
Regents College reported an unusu- Sunday, Oct. 9
al odor in rooms 708 and 908. Cen- 1:35 a.m. An officer issued a cita·
tral Plant was advised.
tion to Russell C. Jones, freshman
7:42 p.m. A caller from Richmond from Irvington, for possession of
College requested to speak with an alcohol by a minor and drinking in
officer concerning a phone call that public.
advised him of winning a prize.
3:09 a.m. A citation was issued to
7:57 p.m. A caller from the Price Joshua Blakemore. freshman from
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported Dyersberg, Tenn., for di.c;regarding
the drinks had been removed from a stop sign and possession of alcothe Coke.machine on the first floor. hol by a minor in the n.-sidential colPublic Safety contacted the vendor, lege circle.
who said it was closing out the 4:21. a.m. A caller from 16th Street
machine.
reported a bike and a chunk of concrete in the street. The Murray
Police Department was notified.
Friday, Oct. 7
9:08
a.m. A caller from Richmond
5:17 a. m. Officers arrested Phillip
College reported someone hit a
C. Watkins, non-student from Mayfield, for alcohol intoxication and vehicle in the lot overnight. A
report was taken.
criminal trespassing of the third
4:04 p.m. A caller from the Cardegree.
7:41 a.m. A caller from 13th Street man Pavilion reported two of their
reported fmding a bike. The bike tires had been cut while they were
gone on a weekend school trip. A
was placed in lost and found at Pub·
report was taken for criminal mistic Safety and a report was taken.
chief.
1:24 p .m. Tanner J. Myhill,
non-student from Marion, Ill., was 9 p.m. The resident director of
Springer College reported smoke in
arrested on a warrant from Calthe kitchen area. The smoke was
loway County.
from burned food, but there was no
fire. The state ftre marshal was notified.
Saturday, Oct. 8
2:31 a.m. A caller from Hester Col-

lege reported a Papa John's Pizza
sign had been stolen from a delivery vehicle. A report was taken.
6 a.m. A caller from Sparks Hall
reported a subject was digging up
University landscaping in the bushes next to the builcling.
8:53 a.m. The residence director of
Hart College reported a strange
sound coming from the walls. Central Plant was advised.
10:05 a.m. A member of the Facilities Management grounds crew
found a bag on Calloway Street
containing possible drug paraphernalia. Public Safety turned the bag

Monday, Oct. 10
12:26 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported students in the
amphitheater were being loud.
Upon officer arrival, the 15 subjects
in the amphitheater said they would
keep the noise down.
1.:28 a.m. The residence director of
White College called in the report
of a possible electrical fire, and 375
students evacuated the building.
The Murray Fire Department found
no smoke and no .fire. 1\ report was
takett
8 :58 a.m. A caller from the gravel
lot behind Public Safety requested a

welfare check on a male subject
asleep in a vehicle. The subject was
waiting on his spouse to get out of
class.
11:S6 a.m. A caller from the foot- •
bridge reported a person who was
not approved to hand out flyers was .
doing so. The in dividual was gone
upon officer arrival
3:55 p.m. A caller from campus
advised Public Safety ROT C cadets
would be practicing arou nd campus
and carrying rubber rifles during a
practice run.
8:33 p.m. Racer Patrol reported an
accident on 16th Street. Public Safety notified the Murray Police
Department. MPD notified the
Murray Fire Department because
one of the vehicle was on fire.

'1\tesday, Oct. 11
ll:38 a.m. An officer found the individual who was handing out flyers
on campus Monday. He agreed to
take the flyers off the vehicles on
which he had left them.
12:39 a.m. Officers at Elizabeth
College served a summons to
Matthew Radke, freshman from
Oconomowoc, Wis., for criminal
mischief.
1:22 a.m. Officers at Regents College served a summons to Robert
Wize, freshman from Troy, Mich.,
for third-degree criminal mischief.
7:50 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported being stuck in an
elevator. The elevator doors
opened while the caller was on the
phone with Public Safety.
3:57 p.m. An individual at Public
Safety reported he lost a black
leather wallet.
4:30 p.m. An individual reported a
vehicle hit him In the leg while he
was crossing 15th and Olive Streets.
Public Safety notified the Murray
Police Department.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests- 2

JacqW?line Jordan, assistant news
editor, compiles Police Beat with
ma terials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched-call$ are not listed. For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.
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Local investment manager eXplains bond process
From Pagel
"That's BS," said DeWayne Esson,
junior from Stone Mountain, Ga., and
Elizabeth College resident. "We
shouldn't be charged for improvements. We haven't even voted on it.
We shouldn't have to pay more for
it."
Instead, be said the University
should renovate existing buildings to
save money.
Bryce Smith, a junior from
Louisville and Elizabeth ColJege resident. agreed.
Srrrith said she thinks it is good that

a new residential college wilJ ease an
ever-increasing housing crunch but
the University's priorities are misguided.
"All of our faucets leak," Smith
said. "Fix the little things before you
bulld a new building.''
Despite students' concerns with
the cost of new construction, bonds
are the easiest and cheapest way for
the University to raise money, Denton said.
Eric Penniston, local manager of
Edward jones Investments, agreed.
"This is the way universities raise
money," Pe!lfliston said. "This is how

hospitals and libraries raise money.''
Penniston said the laws are written
so public institutions can borrow
money at a lower cost. Bond earnings
are tax-free, which make them an
appealing option for investors.
He said the University would likely repay the bonds at a 4 percent
interest rate due to its credit rating.
Two years ago, Standard & Poor's
upgraded the University's bond rating from a relatively low BBBf to A-,
according to the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
'
Penniston said Murray State is
now in the A to AA range. The high-

est rating is AAA, and D is the lowest. He said this is a good place to be.
Penniston. who owns Murray State
bonds, said there Me several factors
that can influence a bond's rating.
''l want to loan my money to someone who is growing," Penniston said.
"The finances there seem to be very
sound."
He said factors, such as student
growth and retention, stability within the administratipn and overall
financial stability, make the upcoming bond issuance a good deal for
both investors and the University
community.

Tom Denton said the University
still has $10.5 miUion in housing and
dining bonds and $5.3 million in outstanding consolidated education
bonds. Consolidated education
bonds arc considered any b<)nds not
related to housing or dining facility
costs.
Of the $10.5 rrrillion. $5 million is
related to fire safety measures implemented in 1999. The remaining $5.5
million is for Winslow Dining Hall
renovations an other improvements.
The bond issuance for Clark
should happen later this year and
would mature in 2025.

'Fields' suit claims. Energy-saving lights cause potential hazards
sex discrimination
Staff Report

From Page 1

said. "1 don't know if the University retaliated against
ment he questioned the com- (Fields), but they certainly are
plaint's validity for several retaliating against me."
reasons, namely the five year
The claim alleges Denspan since the alleged incident nison's actions created a hosoccurred.
tile work environment that
"I would think anybody negatively impacted Fields'
ought to be suspicious about ability to work with Murray
the timing of this complaint," State faculty and administrahe said. "Particularly when the tion. AcC'ording to the suit,
University is trying to defend Dennison obstructed justice
its removal of me as athletic through witness intimidation.
Fields alleges defendants
director and that 5 year deadline to file suit is about to violated Title VII of the Civil
expire.
Rights Act of 1964 because
"Also, I find it very interest- Dennison, as a Murray State
ing that the attorney who ftlcd employee, violated her right to
the complaint, Ted Lavit, has be free from employment dishis office in Lebanon, Ky., and crimination. It also alleges a
is the former roommate, as conspiracy to deprive Fields
weU as close, personal friend of her 14th Amendment rights
of Kern Alexander, Dr. King and claims discrimination
Alexander's father."
based on her race and sex.
According to statistics from
According to court records,
the Acalcbua County Depart- defendants had not been
ment of Growth Management served with the complaint as
in Gainesville, Fla., Kern of Wednesday afternoon.
Alexander and Lavit are listed
Murray State General Coun·
jointly on a property owner- sel John Rail and University
ship in the county. The 4.1- President F. King Alexander
acre property dates back to said they had no knowledge of
Sept. 16, 1981.
the lawsuit.
Bringing the settled issue
Fields could not be reached
out in public is not what Den- for comment. Lavit said she is
nison wanted, be said.
undergoing cancer treatment
"This allegation has11))ee:n'l rat Va:nderi!Jilt Hospital in
used by Dr. Kin~r.A>lexahder' tcN !"ashville. Calls to James
support bls removal of me as Butts and C.M. Baker were not
athletic director." Dennison returned by press time.

University officials began a
project to replace potentially
dangerous lights in residential colleges this week.
· The office of Student
Affairs sent out an e-mail
Sunday alerting residents of
the hazards and the plan to
begin replacement.
According to the e-mail,
"there have been a few
instances of problems with
fluorescent light fixtures
overheating."
The e-mail advised stu-

Staff Report
The case of a man charged with threatening terrorist acts toward the University during the summer is "on hold" while
offtcials determine whether the case
should go to trial.
Craig Steven Powell, 36, of Benton was
arrested June 20 and a federal grand jury
indicted him on terrorist threatening
charges July U.
Powell allegedly threatened to bomb
Pogue Library on June 15 and mailed
threats to The Paducah Sun, WPSD-TV
and the Marshall County Sheriff's

Department, according to Mary Butler,
case administrator of the U.S. District
Court of the Western Kentucky District.
Butler said Powell was charged specifically for the threatening phone calls and
communications.
She said after an initi-11 appearance in
court on July 14, Powell was ordered to
have a psychological exam. The court
issued a continuation of this evaluation
Sept. 2.
"Everything is on hold until they finis h
the evaluation," Butler said.
Whether she will be tried is unclear.
"Powell remains under evaluation in a

us.u

Federal institution at this time," David
DeVoss, director of Public Safety said
via e-mail. "It has not been determined if
or when he will be tried in court for his
threats to various institutions and agencies."
The Upivcrsity also received a bomb
threat for Aug. 24, the first day of cJasses.
The threat was found on a bathroom
wall at Waterfield Park in Marshall
County. The Marshall County Sheriff's
Department alerted Public Safety when
deputies found ibe' threat.
No one was charged in the incident.
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four lights that had problems
during routine checks, so they
expanded it to ensure safety.
He said fire safety is a No. 1
priority, especially in the residential colleges.
After replacement is complete in the residential colleges, Robertson said, electricians will begin work on the
academic side.
Said Robertson: "We felt it
was important to inform students so they knew there was
an issue and if they notice
anything, they could notify

Look for the

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

kate spade

pus," Robertson said.
Officials decided to begin
the replacement effort in the
residential colleges because
of the greater safety concern
with student living facilities.
Robertson said the residential
colleges were still safer than
other schools.
Workers installed ·60,000
light tubes during the summer as part of an energy saving plan. but workmanship
issues were discovered during spot checks of lights last
week.
Robertson said they found

Bomb thr.eat suspect 'on hold' pending psychological tests

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
!" Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

GUCCI

dents to notify their resident
advisers, residence directors,
the Housing Office or Public
Safety if problems arise.
Beginning Monday, electricians will work in residential
colleges to correct the potential problem.
However, Vice President of
Student Affairs Don Robertson said the replacement
effort was not in response to
an emergency situation but a
precaution.
''We don't want to take any
chances so we're going to
replace them all across cam-
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OPINION

Interim Oplnlon Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Phone: 762-446~

What activities do you
define as censorship?
"The censoring of
certain material in
public resources.
magazines, TV.
that are not suitable for children
at their age."
ZachCoffey
freshman, Princeton

"I think that you
should be able to
do whatever you
want to; even
though somebody
may discourage
you/'
Darious Anthony
S<Jphomore. Memphis, Tenn

''Censorship is a
pretty way to say
that there is a
limit of freedom"
JenJ Poe
freshman, Princeton
•

10

•

''Keeping people
from exercising
their right to free
speech."
Lindsay Schuman
senior, Colorado Springs.
Colo. ·

)essie Harper/The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-maJI: thenews@murraystate.edu
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Censorship ·d efies rights
Paper thefts, destruction
go against freedoms
The staff editorial is the majority .opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all-section editors.
Censorship. It's not a college
prank or a funny practical joke.
Regardless of the form it takes,
censorship is not harmless, b ut
stands completely against
everything the First Amendment represents.
Morehead State University's
student newspaper, The Trail
Blazer, experienced an act of
censorship when it received an
anonymous
phone
call
demanding they retract a front
page story.
The call came in response to
a story reporting an a11egea
sexual assault at an off-campus
house, which the front page
featured.
Ashley Sorrell, editor in chief
of The Trail Blazer, said the
caller was upset about the
photo of a house that ran alongside the story.
"They said if we didn't pick
up every issue of the paper,
they would get theJD and
destroy them,'' she said. "Well,
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do that."
Sorrell and The Trail Blazer
staff d iscovered all of the racks
eJPPtx ~e next day. About
7,000 papers were stolen from
31 on-campus and IS off-campus sites. After a little investigation, the staff traced the
papers to the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity's off-campus house.
The staff informed the police
of this development, yet little
action was deemed necessary
at fi rst. Sorrell said many people treated it like a joke and
seemed not to care about the
theft and destruction. The
7,000 stolen papers were
burned at the fratern ity house
in a "Trail Blazer party with
papers," Sorrell said she
believes.
This act of destruction is reprehensible for many reasons
beyond the act itself. Though
stealing the papers and later
destroying them is an obviously illegal act, it extends much
further than this because of
what it represents.
The motives behind the ' theft
and subsequent destruction of

of information from reaching
its intended audience. Th e
theft and destruction of 7,000
newspapers would certainly
classify as such under this
broad meaning.
·
As for The Trail Blazer, after
further investigation, the police
arrested three women they
believe to be involved and
charged them with crimi~a l
mischief. However, Ashley Sorrell said she and the staff would
like to see further action.
Because Morehead's school
paper is free, Sorrell said officials will not charge th ose
involved with theft. Though
The News is also a free publication, our paper has protected
itself against this occurrence.
After similar theft threats a
few years ag<>, T he News added
a clause to its masthead to
guard against theft. It states
only the first copy is free, and
additional copies cost 25 cents.
Because of the monet ary value
added to the papers, a person
stealing bundles of them could
be charged with theft and
appropriately prosecuted.
Regardless of what the law
can to do to prevent this censorship, everyone should band
together against it. To ensure a
free society, it is vital for aU
opinions and news to at least
be expressed.

Local restaurant choices fail t_o satisfy desires

Janet Robb

The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information In a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open torum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority to·
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning enwonment for students
interested In journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy: and, Its editors should develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
The Murray State News is free. Additional
copies are available tor 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall.

I didn't really think they would

the newspapers is criticaL The
individuals who took the
papers did so to prevent stories
from reaching the public. If the
actors were government officials, this would clearly be
unconstitutional.
However,
since they were not, it is simply
appalling.
The public is free to disagree
with what it reads in print. The
media would even embrace
public voicing of this dissonance. Nevertheless, stealing
papers and, in effect, censoring
news, is completely unacceptable and should be appalled by
everyone interested in a free
society.
When the Founding Fathers
developed the U.S. Constitution and subsequ~nt Bill of
Rights, they wanted to ensure
people certain freedoms. However, for this to happen, open
public debate that is free from
any censorship is necessary.
When people use iJlegal and
corrupt means to stop the dissemination of news, the basic
freedoms are threatened.
As a media organization, The
Murray State News must take a
stand against tolerance for any
type of censorship, regardless
of whether it is constitutionally
classified as such.
In its most simplistic form,
censorship is just the stopping

Stephanie
Zeller
"WHILE THEY
ARE NAMING

food.

DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS,

Every time I visit my
boyfriend in Bowling Green, I
beg him to take me to Buffalo
Wild Wings, Tumbleweed and
Red Lobster. When I travel
home to Louisville, I usually
don't eat my mom's home
cooked food because I am desperate for some Qdoba Mexican Grill, McAlister's Deli and
Panera Bread Company. Hello,
my name is Stephanie, and I
am a self-proclaimed restaurant connoisseur.
As a virtuoso of well-prepared food, 1 can declare with
confidence that Murray is
lacking in the restaurant business.
Every Wednesday night,
while laying out the paper, the
news team debates as to which
restaurant we should order

I

.AM DREAMING
OF A CHICKEN
TACO SALAD
FROM QpOBA."

"Los Portales,'' Melissa
screams.
"Cracker Barrel," Nathan
yells. "I want my Mama's Pancake Breakfast.''
"August Moon," Andrea
adds.
•
VVltile they are naming di~

ferent locations, I am dreaming of a chicken taco salad
from Qdoba. Then reality hits.
I'm in Murray, not Louisville. I
sigh and offer , "How about
Applebees?"
It's not that the other restaurants are bad, by any means,
but my taste buds are spoiled. I
have such a large variety of
restaurants when I am in
Louisville. but when in Murray, there are only a few that I
consider up to my standards.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not
trying to b~ a snob. I like small
town diners and cafes. I'm a
big fan of Dumplin's. but it
only stays open until 4 p.m.
I mention this not to offend
the restaurants, but to express
the need for more nationally
known restaurants to move to
Murray.
l feel this would allow students who are from larger
cities, such as Louisville, St.
Louis and Cincinnati the
opportunity to experience a
taste of home.
Students from small towns,
such as Murray, can then taste

the joy and understand the
yumminess that is Qdoba,
McAlister's and other nationally known chains. This would
also prevent many a stupid
looks when I have a mental
break down and call out for
one of these restaurants in
desperation. My fellow students would then be able to
relate and understand my love
for named restaurants.
I do, however, appreciate
the efforts of the University to
bring in Starbucks coffee in
the form of the, Thoroughbrewed Cafe. Now that the
temperature is beginning to
get colder, I have been frequenting the cafe to get my fix
of white chocolate mocha.
Hopefully, when it gets closer
to Christmas, they will aJso
carry Starbuck's gingerbread
latte.
To whom it may concern,
I'm begging, please bring in
some new, nationally known
restaurants. My car is obtaining miles and my wallet is
becoming empty from traveling to Paducah to satisfy my

urge for O'Charley's, Olive
Garden or Outback Steakhouse.
Please, do something soon.
I'm losing my appetite for the
few restaurants Murray has to
offer.

Stephanie Zeller is the news editor for The Murray State News.
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U.S. Representatives narrowly pass energy bill
In My
Opinion

· Jim Burress
"WE ASSUME
THE ACTIONS

AND BELIEFS OF

ONE PERSON
REPRESENT THE
ENTIRE RACE."

Gasoline measure
solves few problems
Last Friday, Republicans in
the U.S. House of Representatives saved face when they narrowly got the necessary votes to
pass their answer to the nation's
high gas prices.
A five-minute vote turned
into a 40-minute game Qf arm
twisting as the GOP lobbied
members of its own party to
change their minds 'and vote in
favor of tlte Gasoline for America's Security bill. They won,
but only by two votes.
The whole debacle reeked of
partisanship and goes to show
the depth of pure ugliness our
lawmakers can and do resort to
trying.
The GAS bill is the second
energy bill in recent memory.

Despite the bill's promises, gas
prices continue to skyrocket
with no relief in sight.
There is little reason to
believe this bill will make much
difference, especially in the
short-term.
According to the Congres·
sional Budget Office, the GAS
bill is going to cost $3 billion
over the next 10 years. On top
of that, a CBO report says any
increase in refinery output will
likely take more than 10 years to
make a difference because of
the cost and time associated
with building new refineries.
If that is not enough, the bill
specifically appropriates $10
million to establish a program
that encourages minority stu·

I

dents to study geologic subjects
in an effort to push them into
the energy field. That's great,
but it's unclear how it is a solution to high gas prices.
Here is the inherent lesson
Washington: You cannot legislate low gas prices while allowing huge oil companie$ to enjoy
the mammoth amounts of
money they arc making now.
The two are mutually exclusive.
Basic economic principle says
price is dictated by the amount
of product available versus the
demand for it. The Republican
plan calls for more refineries,
which in theory will create
more product. It lightens the
restrictions on oil companies,
provides federal lands for new
ventures, outlaws price gouging
and encourages car pooling.
But is it a good deal?
Exxon
Mobile
reported
record revenues in the first half
of 2005. SEC filings show it
earned $9.9 billion for that peri-

od, up by more than $2.1 billion
from the same period in 2004.
The reason? Lower production
and higher prices. The equation
is so good for Exxon, it's buying
back its own stock in huge
amounts.
While it would be nice to
think oil companies exist for the
betterment of our nation, that's
just not the case. They exist to
make money, and the more
money they make, the better.
Even though higher production might eventually stimulate
lower prices, it is not a magic
potion that will end the crisis.
No company is going to vol·
untarily cut its own throat,
especially after tasting the
sweet nectar of $60 per barrel
of oil.
That leaves the responsibility
with you, me and the rest of the
nation. Congress can make Ford
build a more fuel-efficient Sport
Utility Vehicle that gets mileage
in the 30 MPG rl\nge, or l, as a

TRUST {1£!

Il -

consumer, can refuse to buy a
gas guzzler. If more of us did
limit unnecessary trips, rely
more on mass transit, and generally change our behaviors, gas
prices might go down because
of the decreased demand.
That's a simplistic view, for
.sure, but better than what DC
has come up with. It's time
Americans take control and
stop relying on our government
to legislate every aspect of our
existence.
Trust me, if you saw how
Congress acted last week, you'll
agree it's the way to go.

Jim Burress is a mass communi·
cations graduate student from
Louisville.

Patriotism
fluctuates
with times
American's only patriotic when it's
convenient. We as Americans have
developed a tendency over the last few
years, more of a habit, if you will.
We have turned into the regular
moviegoer who is often seen at the back
of the theater, cheering on the hero in
every movie he sees,
while at the same
time, hating and analyzing the villain.
For as long as this
person is in front of
the screen, he is the
master's
puppet,
reacting as the master
- in this case, the
director - would like
him to react.
This metaphor can
be applied to the
spontaneous patriotism often exhibited
by Americans in
today's world. The
Brittany tragedy of Sept. 11 pro·
voked a spur of pro·
Garrett
"WE ARE
' freedqm
diatribes
unprecedented
in
ANGRY ONLY American history.
WHEN WE ARE
Millions of people
unified
ALLOWED TO became
BE, PATRIOTIC behind the chat of
"Kill Bin Laden."
WHEN IT'S POPThen the sentences
ULAR AND ARE became broader. "Kill
SUPPOSEDLY
Al·Quaida" and "KUI
UVING UNDER the whole damn Middle East!"
THE GREAT
Of course I'm not
AMERICAN
attempting to down·
IDEALS."
play the significance
of those atUitks or the
legitimate anger of all Americans. What I
am calling in to question is the apparent
hypocrisy that exists today in American
life. We are angry only when we arc
allowed to be, patri<ltic when it's popular
and are supposedly living under the great
American ideals.
We're united? As united as Shaquille
O'Neal and Kobe Bryant. As united as the
Union and the Confederacy.
For us to be loyal Americans, we can't
be random and hypocritical about it. for
years, being American bas supposedly
meant being unified as one and support·
ing equality on all levels, from gender to
class to race. The )and of the free and the
equal seems to be the land of the con·
fused and the phony. Let's get it together.
Patriotism isn't something to be
brought out at special times and events.
After the attacks on Sept. 11, nearly every
house in America displayed the American flag. Why did we have to wait for this
tragedy to occur on America's soil to
start showing our loyalty to America?
Patriotism is something that should be
lived every day. There are more ways to
show your patriotism than just displaying
of the American ~ag. You can become
actively interested and informed about
what the nation is doing. Vote every time,
not j.1st when it's convenient.
If one decides to be patriotic, just try
your best to be behind your country year
round. not only when there is an impend·
ing crisis or the end of the world is near.
Don't be pseudo-patriotic.
Know that basketball was invented in
America, but there is no need to play
both sides of the court. Why should we
wait for another terrorist attack or another crisis like Hurricane Katrina to bring
this country together?
Hop on the bandwagon for the entire
ride, or stay off.

In My
Opinion
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~ Sexual predators threaten childrens' safety
f
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"To BE
COMPLETELY
HONEST, THERE
WILL ALWAYS BE
1 • SEXUAL PREDA~· TORS. THERE
CAN ONLY BE
SMARTER PEOI
I
PLE WHO ARE
I'
WILUNG TO
MAKE A STAND
AGAINST THESE
t
CRIMES."
.?
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Awareness best
precaution
against attacks
According to the Kentucky Sex
Offender Registry Web site, there are 19
registered sex offenders living in Mur·
ray. What docs that number do to you? It
scares the hell out of me.
This week is fall break for Murray and
Calloway County schools. Children are
out of school looking for something to
do. This is a prime time for predators to
take advantage of children and their vulnerability.
Of course, children are not the only
ones in danger., and the 19 registered sex
offenders are not the only people looking
for children.
According to the Rape, Abuse and
Incest National Network Web site, every
two and a half minutes, someone is sexually assaulted in the United States.
The physical, emotional and mental
anguish that comes from such a violent
act can last for the victim's entire life.
Despite rape crisis centers' attempts,
many victims do not report their crimes
and therefore do not get psychological
help.
You many wonder why I am· saying
victim and not women. I understand tl;lat
both sexes can be the victim of this
crime.
Many people do not understand why
victims do not want to report the crime.
It could stop the same person from com·
mitting this act again on someone else.
This is easier said than done.

Some are afraid of having to see the
predator again, while others are scared
of their lives being on trial.
During the Kobe Bryant trial. I was
horrified to see the victim's sex life
exploited. I thought it could have scared
away potential rape victims because they
are afraid their sex lives would play a
role in their defense.
Since when did someone's sex life
make the decision of whether they had
consensual sex or not? Once the word
"no'' is uttered, that is it. All bets are off1
How can this crime be prevented?
To be completely honest, there will
always be sexual predators. There can
only be smarter people who are willing
to make a stand against these crimes.
Mothers on campus should talk to
their children and make sure this is not
happening. I know it is bard to discuss
sucb a mature topic. but things can happen anywhere. Educating yourself, ask·
ing the right questions and allowing your
child to know that you will protect them,
will help catch crimes that aren't reported.
College students need to know when
they are in a situation they can't control.
Dr. Phil has coined the phrase "Past
behavior can predict future behavior." If
you are in a relationship that is abusive,
get out before it escalates.
Don't put yourself in a situation you
cannot control and watch your drinks at
parties. If you become a victim of rape,
immediately call the police and get to the
hospital to be examined.
I know it is hard to do, but talk to
someone. You can call the Rape Crisis
Center and talk to ~omeone from the
Women's Center on campus.
On Tuesday's Oprah, she announced
two sex predators had been captured.

Oprah is crusading for the capture of sex
offenders. She is offering $100,000 to
people who turn sex offenders in to the
FBI.
What can we do in this community?
Protect ourselves and the children. We
need to make ourselves educated about
sexual abuse and lobby for harsher pun·
ishments.
We need to listen to our intuition
when we are put in a position that is
uncomfortable. It is the most powerful
instinct we have.
No one is discriminated from sex
offenders. Any age, size, sex and race are
targets.
It is important to remember that rape
is not about sex, it is about power.
As a college student, I am constantly
watching my step on campus, even
though I think Murray State is a safe
campus.
I am usually at the newspaper until
really late on Wednesdays. I make sure
to park my car in a place that is well-lit,
and as soon as I walk out the door. I put
myself in defensive mode.
I usc my personal intuition to guide
myself through the dark night.
I have taken self-defense classes, but I
know that if I am attached, fighting back
could worsen my situation.
Do not be a victim of circumstance!
This can be avoided!
To parents, students, faculty and staff,
I urge you to commit to your safety and
become a guard of you! life and the lives
of your family members.

Rockelle Gray is a staff writer and copy
editor for The Murray State News.

Brittany Garrett is a freshman undeclared
major from Morganfield.
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Graduation packets due soon Study Abroad scholarships . !
Emily Wuchner
Staff W ritcr
cwuchner!altilt'lll'Ws.or.~

With graduation deadlines
quickly approaching, seniors who
plan to graduate in May 2006 must
turn graduation applications in as
soon as possible.
Students may pick up an appli·
cation to request a packet comain·
ing graduation information from
the lobby of Sparks llall. Applica·
tions must be turned in to the
Graduation office or the front desk
of Sparks Hall by Nov. I.
The packets include MAP
repons. alumni fonns. senior sur·
veys and instructions on competing the packet.
After receiving thcir packets,
students must meet with their
advisers to discuss the MAP
report and make sure they are on
track for graduation before the
adviser signs the sheet. Students
must pay a $20 fcc at the Bursar's
office before returning the packet
back to the Graduation office.
Packets arc still available for
seniors planning to graduate In
December. But those packets must
be turned in by Friday, and students must pay "' $5 tat~ fct!.
Jim Parm, assistant registrar,
said it takes about two weeks to
compete the packets.
"It's important students apply
for graduation as soon as possible

sincc we will have approximately
900 packets to chct•k for the spring
semester," Parm said. "We try to
get these packets checked and
back to the students by the
drop/add date in case they need to
make chnnges to their st•ht~dulc."
Students who are unsure if they
will be able to finish course
requirements by December or
May should apply for the earliest
possible date they think they can
graduate, Parm said.
Graduation dates may be postponed until the next graduation
date for $5 fee hut cannot be
moved to an'earlicr date.
Parm said it is important for students to ask any questions con·
cerning graduation.
"Students should stay in close
contact with their advisers to
make sure they are on track," Pann
said. ''However, the Registrar's
office is always available to
answer questions and help with
graduation."
Diana Duncan, senior from
Bloomfield, applied to graduate in
early October. She said students
should apply early to reduce
stress.
"You should apply early because
you need to meet with your advis·
er, and th~ longer you wait, the
harder it will be to meet with your
adviser," Duncan said. ''It takes
two weeks to receive your packet
from the graduation ofticc. There·

fore if you apply early. your life
will be less stressful."
A meeting for students planning
to graduate in May will be held at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater. The meeting will
focus on graduation applications,
the process the Graduation office
goes through t('l c.reate and check
packets, degree requirements,
conferal l)f degrees. commence·
ment and mailing diplomas.
A presentation of the graduation
meeting will be available on line
for students unable to attend the
meeting.
Students can call the Graduation
office at 763-3761.

Gtaduadon Deacllbaes
For students wiShing to
graduate in May 2006:

• Applications to request a
packet containing graduation
information are due by .Nov.
1to the Graduation offic::e or
the front desk of Sparks Hall.
• Once the padtet has been
completed, students need to
tum it in, along witb $20 to
the Bu~·s office.
•There will be a meeting for
graduating students at 3:30
p.m Tuesday.

The Purple Building

available, deadlines nearing :
Staff Report
The Murray State Study Abroad office
offers scholarship money every year to
students interested in participating in the
University's Study Abroad program.
Tht; scholarship deadline for the spring
2006 semester was Monday, but scholarships are available for the :;ummer pro·
gram with a Feb. 15 deadline, and an April
deadline for the fall 2006 semester,
according to the Kentucky Institute for
International Studies.
Applications submitted after deadlines
will he considered on a space-available
basis.
KIIS offers a variety of scholarships to
students attending schools that are full·
time members of the KIIS consortium.
according to the KIIS Web site.
A $750 scholarship is awarded each
semester. There also are two scholarships
worth $1,000 awarded to participants in
the Spain spr ing semester program,
according to the Web site.
A student must meet certain criteria to
be eligible for the scholarship: they must
be enrolled as a full-time student in a
KIIS institution and must return to that
institution following their semester with
' KliS.
Thc applicant must attain at least 30
semester hours of college credit, accord·
ing to the Web site. They must also have
a 3.0 GPA average and at least one year of

university-level foreign language train·
ing.
The student must also demonstrate a
financial need, but the scholarship is not
need-based, according to KIIS Web site.
The}' also are required to have a complete program application submitted to
the KIIS office by their intended semester
abroad deadline.
The application includes a 200 word
essay based on the student's desire to
study abroad, one letter of rccommenda- r :
lion from a faculty member in the stud en-: • ,
t's major and a letter of recommendation :
requested for the standard KIIS applica- '
tion. Also, a copr of their financial aid 1
statemt."nt is required, according to KIIS 1
Web site.
"A board made up of 19 members from
all the colleges in the KIIS program pick
the scholarship winners," said Joanne . ;
Fraley. Study Abroad program specialist. 1 :
She said the scholarships arc not only :
for Murray State students. Any of the :
schools involved in the KllS program arc
cl~hl~
•
"Students are not always aware there I
are scholarships available for the .Stud}"~ :
Abroad programs, so we don't get as '
many applications and the money isn't '
awarded," Fraley said. "I want more students to be aware that scholarships are
l;\Vailable.''
The application may be completed':
online at kiis.org.
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The area's premiere Gentlemen's Club
Leeder Bottom • Old Highway 45

Not happy with your ID picture? Changed residential colleges?

.

UPDATE YOUR ID FREE!
G>cl. 17 - 19, 2005
ON·LY!!!

Feah1ring the Babydoll's R evue

Let us entertain you!
Wednesday Nights
Amateur contest 9 p.m. w1th prizes1

Thursday Nights
no cover for students with l.D.

Racer Card Office

MUST BE

21 YEARS OLD TO ENTER!

rot11ted on the first floor of the

Curris Center
Hours of Operation:
Monday - Wednesday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

UNIQUE MEXICAN Foon

DEU SANDWlCHES • CAJUN SPECIALS
SALADS. SOUPS. LocAl. BARBEQUE
BEsT SALADS IN ToWN • GREAT DESSERTS

Put your life in drive.
Register at www.fordcollegehq.com for a chance to win a
new 2006 Ford Fusion, and other cool prizes instantly.
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Promotion tnd• 12/31/2005. for Offi(tal RulH, prire drscriptions •nd odd• disdolure vbit www.furdco~hq.com. Spomor: Fold Motor Company, em. A~rican Road, Durbam , HI 43!Z6
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AD HD hinders learning, affects students
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org

"Wity did the New York officials heighten security on the
New York City subway on
Oct. 6?"
There was a threat on Thursday
that c..'xplosives were hidden in
the subway systems in bags and
baby strollers. This information
was later found to he a hoax.

What you said:
"Because of the bombing of
London."
Phillip Robinson
freshman from Martin, Tenn.
"Because people jump on the
tracks."
David Kirby
freshman from Ft. Campbell
"Because of the suspicious terrorist threat to bomb the subway system."
Kelly Dunnagen
senior from Murray

.I

Correct answers: 10
Wrong answers: 4

When most people think of attention-deficit (hyperactivity) disorder,
they may assume the psychiatric disorder is only found in children.
However. the disorder often
referred to as ADHD, affects 3 to 5
percent of the adult population, said
Cindy Clemson, coordinator of Services for Students with Learning
Disabilities.
"Iqds are diagnosed when they are
seve_n or eight and are told they'll
outgrow it, but 90 percent don't outgrow it," Clemson said. "A good
number of students are diagnosed
very early ... students can be very,
very successful if they understand
that this is what they're dealing
with.''
Most children learn to compensate for their ADHD, but when they
reach a new environment, such as
college, students may experience
stronger symptoms of ADHD. Clemson said.
She said there are three types of

ADHD. which is not a learning disability, but does cause learning
problems. The fLrst type is called
ADHD-predominantly inattentive
type, which people typically refer to
as attention-deficit disorder.
"It's the person who's a space
cadet. the seemingly floatingthrough-life person," Clemson said.
The second type is ADHD·predominantly hyper-impulsive.
"That's the kid who couldn't sit
still, who is the super risk takers
(with) no thought of the consequences," Clemson said.
With ADHD·combincd type,
Clemson said people have characteristics of the other two types.
About 200 Murray State students
have been diagnosed with some type
of ADHD, she said.
Clemson said many students have
not been diagnosed, and many college-aged students may not believe
they are young enough to be diagnosed.
"I think there are students who are
embarrassed," Clemson said. "You
have to feel pretty good about yourself to open that door. It's OK to say

'this is something I'm living with."'
Clemson encounters students who
come in to the SSLD office with
dyslexia, seizure disorders and psychiatric disorders. She said cancer
survivors also can have learning
problems. Each disorder bas similar
symptoms.
• "The best thing for a college student is to have a good evaluation,"
Clemson said. "It's very important to
have an accurate and complete diagnosis."
She said a student came in to the
SSLD office with ADHD symptoms.
but after an evaluation, the student
was diagnos~d with depression.
Another student focused well in
class but had moments when he
spaced out. He experienced mini
seizures every day.
There is no cure for ADHD; however, medication is helpfuL
"(Some people think). 'Take this
pill, and you'll be cured,'" she said.
"It just does not ameliorate all the
symptoms."
The SSLD program offers accom·
modations for students with learning disabilities who tend to be dis·

tracted by noises such as rattling
papers, Clemson said. The SSLD
office proctors about 2.000 exams a
semester.
Professors cooperate when it
comes to allowing ADHD students
take exams outside of the classroom.
Accommodations also include a
mentor program and note-takers for
students who get too distracted to
take useful notes in class.
"That environment is very helpful," Clemson said. "We do wonderful things on this campus."
The June/July 2005 ADDitude
magazine offered ADHD students
tips to having a successful college
career. When scheduling classes,
schedule the hardest class for Monday and keep Fridays light, according to ADDitude. Avoid early morning and late day classes and make
sure there is plenty of time between
classes in case of forgotten assignments.
ADHD students should be picky
when choosing professors, establish
a routine, stay organized and prepare a budget, according to ADDitude.

Louisville Male educator named 'Teacher of the Year'
FRANKFORT CAP) - When he
heard the envelope in his hand
contained a check for $10,000, Jeffrey Wright's jaw dropped.
When Kentucky's 2006 Teacher
of the Year returned to his seat,
with his commemorative bowl and
prize money in hand, Wright
began to shed "tears of joy." Those
sitting around Wright in the Capi·
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tol Rotunda congratulated him
and patted him on the back.
"You get into the profession to
help the kids, and the kids is what
it's all about," Wright said.
A science teacher at Louisville
Male High School, Wright was
announced as the state's top classroom educator. Wright also will
get represent Ken tucky in the

2006 National Teacher of the Year
contest.
Wright has been a teacher for 15
years and has held his current job
as a science teacher for six.
"I think this award goes to all
the teachers in Jefferson County
that I just steal ideas from,"
Wright said. "And I'm sort of a
mosaic of all those people."

Meanwhile, Kelli Lynnette Stice,
a teacher at W.R. McNeill Elementary in Bowling Green, and Pam
Jackson, a language arts teacher at
Elkhorn Middle School in Frankfort, were also announced as
teachers of the year for elementary and middle schools. Stice and
Jackson received checks for
$3,000 and glass vases.
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Faculty Senate members discuss retirement benefits
Investments raise
questions, concerns
Rockelle Gr ay
Staff Writer
rgrc1y(ci)thenews.org

Retirement benefits topped
discussions at the Oct. 4 Faculty Senate meeting.
University President Alexander and Joyce Gordon, vice
president of Human Resources,
:tttcndeJ the meeting to discuss
the retirement plan issue.
Alexander and Gordon spoke
about the contribution levels
between
the
Kentucky
Tcacher's Retirement System
and the Optional Retirement
Plans.
T he KTRS is a retirement

plan that takes a percentage out
of member's salaries and
invests the money until the faculty or staff member is eligible
for retirement. For OPR, Universities conrribute a percentage and the money is invested
into the faculty's choice company until retirement.
According to the KTRS
October special newsletter.
KTRS university members
must make annual payments to
the KTRS because of the creation of the ORP.
The newsletter said universities must make contributions to
the KTRS until July I, 2018.
Alexander said the contribu-

" It's my understanding that
(University officials) didn't
actually make any recommendations yet. "

Joyce Gordon
Vice President of Human Resources

tions are becoming more and
more of an issue.
The University gives a fraction of contributions to each
faculty retirement plan, but
during the past few years, the
amount of contribution levels
have decreased for the ORP
plans.
"Predictability is hard,"

Alexander said of the decrease
in ORP contributions. "ORP
looked good."
Alexander said he thought
the decrease in contributions
was due to health care costs
and the underfunding of KTRS.
He said rates could effect
health care premiums.
Joyce Gordon said the ORP

plan needs a minimum and
maximum cap.
If the ORP continued to
decrease without any cap, there
could be no contributions
given in the future.
Gordon said faculty could
switch once from one plan to
another.
She also said new faculty
have 30 days to make a decision
between the . KTR.S and ORP
plan. If the faculty member
does not make a decision, they
must go to the KTRS plan.
Alexander said he would
meet with presidents of several
universities to discuss this
issue on Wednesday.
He also said Western Kentucky University has started a
class-action suit against the
state.
"The presidents did meet last
Wednesday, but the general
outcome was that they were

going to meet with KTRS,"
Gordon said. "It's my understanding that (University officials) d idn't actually make any
recommendatjons yet."
She said 40 percent of retirement plans are ORP and 60
percent have KTRS plans.
In 2005, employees con·
tributed 6.16 percent. The University contributes 5.66 percent
to the ORP and 8.18 percent to
the KTRS.
During the meeting, senators
and faculty talked about the
declining contribution to their
optional retirement plans.
Some spoke about their experience with their plans.
Gordon gave each faculty
member in attendance the figures of contributions rates
since 1996. Senate members
said new faculty members
should have these figures
before they choose a plan.

Two officers accused of brutality Tobacco tax may increase again
(AP) NEW ORLEANS - Robert
Davis stood at the corner of Bourbon and Conti streets in the
French Quarter and stared in disbelief at the brown stain on the
sidewalk.
"Is that my blood? Jt must be,"
said the 64-year-old retired elementary schoolteacher. who was
arrested and punched b)' police
over the weekend. "I didn't know I
was bleeding that bad."
TlH.' confrontation, captured on
videotape and broadcast across the
country, has put another unwanted
spotlight on the beleaguered,
exhausted police force in this
storm-struck city.
Three officers pleaded not
guilty to charges stemming from
the incident and the U.S. Justice
Department opened a civil rights
..l
investigation.
The two city police officers
accused in the beating, and a third
accused of grabbing and shoving
an Associated Press Television
News producer who helped capture the encounter on tape, pleaded not guilty to battery charges
a nd were teleased Mondal'it'
After ~ h~\Mith trial
was set for Jan.~~~ttfti!'rs Lance
Schilling, Robert Evangelist and
S.M. Smith were released on bond.

They left without commenting.
They were suspended without pay
Sunday.
Police Superintendent Warren
Riley said any misconduct found
in an investigation would be dealt
with swiftly. He noted the video
showed "a portion of that incident."
"The actions that were observed
on this video are certainly unacceptable by this department,"
ruley said.
Davis is black; the three city
police officers seen on the tape are
white. But Davis and police officials have said they don't believe
race was a factor.
Davis had stitches under his
swollen left eye, a bandage around
a fmger and complained of aches
in his left shoulder and soreness in
his back. His lawyer s•tid he suffered fractures to his cheek and
eye socket.
Davis said the confrontation
began after he had approached a
mounted pQlice officer Saturday to
ask about curfews in the city when
another officer interrupted.
"This other guy interfered and J
said be shouldn't," navis said. "1
started to cro'~ s the street and bam - I got it. ... All 1 know is this
guy attacked me and said, 'I will

kick your ass,' and they proceeded
to do it."
The APTN tape shows an officer
hitting Davis at least four times in
the bead. Davis appeared to resist,
twisting and flailing as he was
dragged to the ground by four officers, but Davis' lawyer, Joseph
Bruno, said his client did not resist.
Another officer also kneed Davis
and punched him twice. Davis was
pushed to the sidewalk with blood
streaming down his arm and into
the gutter.
T he officers accused of striking
Davis were identified as Schilling
and Evangelist.
During the arrest, another officer. identified as Smith, ordered an
APTN producer and cameraman
to stop recording. When producer
Rich Matthews held up his credentials, the officer grabbed him,
leaned him backward over a car,
jabbed him in the stomach and
unleashed a profanity-laced tirade.
Davis had returned to New
Orleans over the weekend from
Atlanta to inspect six properties
owned by members of his family,
intending to 1clean them up or figure out how to rebuild them.
J
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He s no onger sure he'll return
permanently to the city be's called
home for 28 years.

(AP) FRANKFORT - With Kentucky
smokers still adjusting to paying more for
a pack since June, Gov. Ernie Fletcher said
T uesday he would support raising the
state tax on cigarettes by another dime or
more.
"I mentioned 4Q-some cents is a range
that 1 felt like is reasonable for Kentucky,"
Fletcher said in a brief interview after an
event at the Capitol. "And I still hold by
that number."
For years, Ken tucky's cigarette tax was
among the lowest in the nation at 3 cents
per pac;k. T he General Assembly this year
approved an increase to 30·cents per pack.
Fletcher's latest idea is not new. When
he first raised the idea of a cigarette tax
increase last year, be pegged the number
at 43 cents per pack.
On Tuesday, Fletcher said some lawmakers have approached the administration about another cigarette tax hike. He
would not identify them, but there is a
vocal contingent which has long advocated a tax of $1 or more.
The extra money could pay for things
such as teacher pay, Fletcher said.
Whether the General Assembly would
support another cigarette tax increase is
uncertain, Fletcher said.
~~.tfe'IJ some l~lat?~ l~t say, 'we
d~~ dt~it""d ~~ r:tx1or a
couple of years.' They want to let this
increase settle down and I think that's cer·
tainly something that may seem reason-

able," Fletcher said. "I just said from the.
very beginning, I think there was a little
more room."
Fletcher, who has signed a pledge
against raising taxes, said any increase
could be offset with some unidentified tax
credit to teachers. That would make the
p roposal "revenue neutral" and "really
wouldn't be considered a tax increase if
you used the tax credit to offset that.~
Fletcher said.
Still, Fletcher said he's not yet ready to
take the lead.
"It's not a formal proposal at this time,"
Fletcher said. "It's just something that's
been brought to my attention, and I'd said
I'd evaluate it.''
State Sen. Charlie Borders. R-Grayson,
said he had "no intent of raising any taxes
at this point in time." Borders, who is
chairman of the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee, said be bad not
discussed the idea with other legislators.
nor had he heard of "any desire" to raise
the tax.
It would be "too premature" to consider
any tax hikes, Borders said.
Instead, state lawmakers should fmd
ways to spend less money without deteriorating programs such as education, Medicaid and health care, Borders :Said.
"Our revertue Is and will be ~cient to
address our needs," Borders said. "I think
it would be premature to start raising
taxes at this point.''

Murray State University 2005 Homecoming King and Queen candidates pictured from left are:
John Spinner, Amber DuVentre, Jason Hinson, Meagan Rogers, Edwin King, Emily Just, Amanda Carter. Chase Venable, Christin Yates and M1tchum Owen.
Elections will be held October 20-21 . The winners will be announced Saturday. October 22. at
Stewart Stadium just prior to the 3 p.m. football game between the Murray State Racers and
Eastern Illinois Panthers.
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Freshman runner Tommy Moore demonstrates an average day of a Murray State athlete: hanging oat, doiDg homew ork, practlciDg, lifting weights and goiDg to class.
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Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdlllard@thenews.org
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The transition from high school to college is one of the most
difficult adjustments many people make in their lives.
Leaving home, parents and lifelong friends for the
first time is a huge step thousands of college freshmen take each year.
But some students take aU the usual stresses
that come with being a college freshman and
throw in competition in a varsity sport. Balancing college classes and other daily tasks
with collegjate sports is one of the many challenges student-athletes face.
"School is more intense (in college) and
requires more of your time," said Anna
Brown, sophomore. rower from Albuquerque,
N.M. "It's just a lot more time management. In
high school. you don't really have to study as much."
Time management is a skill many student-athletes find more necessary in college than in high
school.
"It seems like you have so much time, but somehow it goes somewhere,'' Kelsey Hubert, freshman
volleyball player from Freeburg, Ill., said.
For many athletes, it is a struggle just to get everything done with a daily routine that seems more hectic than other students.
..Of all the hard things about rowing, getting everything done to the best of your abilities in the amount of time
you have is the hardest thing," Brown said.
Some student-athletes think it is easier to balance their
time in college because of the additional freedom from not
attending classes all day.
"College is a lot more laid back and spread out than high
school where you have class for seven hours a day," said

Tommy Moore, freshman cross country runner from Memphis, Tenn. "It's a lot easier in college to get your academics
straight because you have a lot more tlme."
However, athletes fmd collegiate practices consume more
of their energy than they are accustomed to. As a cross country athlete, Moore sometimes has to run twice a day along
with weight lifting requirements throughout the week.
"College practices are way more intense,'' Moore said.
''There's a lot more distance and sprints and much more conditioning."
College practices are also longer than high school practices
because of the preparation required for intercollegiate com• "1,
I"
1
peuuon. For many sports. athletes practice two or three
times a day. There are NCAA rules as to how much
teams and athletes can practice, but it is still a grind.
"Practices are a lot longer,'' Hubert said.
"There's just a lot more to get done it seems in
college than in high school."
i
Athletes also must step up in competition ~
and adjust to the additional attention collegiate
athletics receive.
"It means more in college because you're working towards
NCAA recognition rather than just state recognition," Moore
said. "The competition is a lot tougher running against runners from around the nation instead of just the state."
Many student-athletes think adjusting to college is harder for them compared to the average college freshman.
"Athletes have more to build upon than
someone who is just here to go to classes," ~
Tommy Moore said;
'I
One downside to participating on a Murray State sports team is the athletes sometimes miss out on things non-athletic college students enjoy.
"College is fun for athletes because they get to do their
sport, but sometimes, you miss out on what non-athletes do,
like being able to go home on weekends," Anna Brown said.
Athletes also must deal with all the usual stresses of being a
first-time college student, such as homesickness.
"Being away from the family and not having that su!)port
to go home to is the hardest part,'' Hubert said.
Freshman athletes have off-the-field requirements
related to their sports that they did not have in high
school, such as required study hours. Freshman must
complete a minimum of six study hours each week
and maintain at least 25 GPA, Moore said.
"We have to meet all those study hours, or we don't
compete until we make them up," Moore said.
However, freshmen athletes do not have to brave
the collegiate academic wilderness alone because
the athletic department helps students who need •
extra assistance.
"They have tutors available and study hall hours
available," Brown said. "The athletic department,
they're really focusing more on academics this year than
they have in the past. They're really more focused on getting
kids to graduate."
t
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Alalna Zanln Oeft), MeUsa Carry (above) a.nd Ryan
R.obluson (right) are Racer freshman athletes.

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: FOX @ 7 p.m.
NLCS GameZ
Astros at Cardinals
Friday: FOX @ 7 p.m.
ALCS Game 3
White Sox at Angels
'

l..

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
College Football
Florida State at Virginia41if"
Sunday: CBS @ noon
NFL Football
Bengals at Titans

Friday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Houck Field House
Murray State at SEMO
Saturday: Rifle @ 10 a.m.
Memorial Health Building
Murray State at Austin Peay

Saturday: Football @ 1 p.m.
Seibert Stadium
Murray State at Samford
Saturday: Soccer @ 2 p.m.
Skyhawk Field
Murray State at Tennessee-Martin
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MLB playoffs,
Cardinals
· wearing thin

Not over yet

I want thousands of pieces of hate mail
from Cardinals fans.
I want the message from the postmaster
on my Murray State e-mail account saying
my message quota has been exceeded.
Fans need to spew their venom mailuy
because I know it's out there and also
because I can have an excuse when a professor wonders why I didn't receive an
important e-mail.
There are two
statements I have to
make. One. the
Astros will beat the
Cardinals and move
on to the World
Series, and two, the
playoffs arc dead to
about 90 percent of
America. No one
really cares anymore with the Red
Sox and Yankees
gone.
Nathan
To set the record
straight this column Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
was written T uesday n ight, long·
before the Astros and Cards took the field
at Busch Stadium for Game One. Regardless of who wins the first game, the Astros
are going to win the ser ies.
The starting pitching is awesome for
both teams, but with Andy Pettitte on a
flat-out roll, along with future Hall of
Farner Roger Clemens and Roy Oswalt, I
have to give the edge to the Astros.
Pettitte was 4-0 with a 1.86 earned run
average in September, and his series
starts will be huge. Also, Astros closer
Brad Lidge is about as automatic as they
come, and you can't really say t he same
thing about Jason Isringhausen. Runs
could be at a premium in this series
because of the outstanding starting pitching, which means the bullpens will be key
for both teams.
I know some of you are thinking I'm an
angry, jealous Cubs fan. Ha, not even
close. I'm actually an angry, jealous Reds
fan where .500 records are hard to come
by these days. However. Cincinnati does
have a more recent World Championship
banner last time I checked. Are you getting angry yet?
I'm sure Bud Selig is trying to find a
hole to crawl in now that the Nielsen Ratings-beloved Boston Red Sox and New
York Yankees'are making plans for their
offseason already.
Nothing can top the drama of last season's American League Championship
Series, and this has become baseball's
problem. The Red Sox and Yankees rivalry tun~ed Into a nigh tly soap opera
through the media, between the players
and on the field. It was the kind of back
and forth action that had baseball fans
salivating, and it didn't matter where you
lived.
Unfortunately, the final regular season
series between the Sox and Yanks turned
out to be more entertaining than any
other Division Series. The sad thing is it
could have been even better if Cleveland
had managed at least one win on its home
field. Then we would have been treated to
a one-game playoff for the AL East title.
Still, the BoSox and Yankees staged an
anti-climax for the rest of the playoffs.
It's no offense towards the other teams,
but other than a semi-rivalry between the
Astros and Cardinals, all we have left is
the Angels and White Sox series. That's
about as interesting as Humanities 211 and

Staff Writer

Soccer team riding wave of Alabama·sweep
TommyDWard
tdillard@thenews.org

It's not over until it's over.
After a dismal l-8·1 start to
the season, the women's soccer team has won four
straight games and finds
itself in the midst of the Ohio
Va-lley Conference title race.
'"It just shows how
resilient the players are,"
Head Coach Mike Minielli
said. "We were 1-8, and they
were smart enough to know
that they were better than
their record was, even
though other people may not
have thought so."
The four victories, starting
with a 3-0 win over Morehead State Sept. 30, set a
Murray State soccer record
for consecutive wins.
"That's important, but
we're still a young team,"
sophomore de fe nder Jen
Peios said. "And we're trying
to mold each other right
now."
The
Racers
invaded
Alabama last weekend and
earned victories against
Jacksonville State and Samford.
''Getting rwo wins down
there is huge," Minielli said.
"I don't know if anyone has
ever gone down there and
won two."
Murray State handed twotime defending OVC champion Samford its first home
loss of the season on Sunday,
defeating the Bulldogs 1-0 in
Birmingham, Ala. It was the
Racers' first victory against
Samford in four tries, catapulting the women into second place in the league.
The Racers attempted six
shots, but only one of those
was on goal. However, the
one sh ot got thro ugh the
Samford goalie and was
enough for the win.
"Samford's defe~ ~ tbe
best in the league, no doubt
about it," Minielli said.
Rebekah Clay, a freshman
forward. scored the game's
only ' goal at the 30-minute
mark when she fired a 5-yard
shot into the bottom right

photns hy Erin Curnminstr/Je Nt:ws

Freshman forward Rebekah Clay takes a foot to the stomach as Morehead State's goalie blocks the baD.
comer to put the Racers on
top.
Murray
State
goalie
Heather Jones secured the
victory, saving five shots,
three of which came in the
second half.
Samford attempted B
shots on goal and earned
four corner kicks, but could
not penetrate the Racer goal.
On Friday, the Racers
needed overtime tu slip past
Jacksonville State 3-2. in
Jacksonville. Ala.
Freshman forwurd Krista
Llewellyn's unassisted goal
in overtime at the 97th
minute. giving the Racers its
third straight victory. The
women never trailed.
Clay started the scoring
with 11:15 expired in the first
half off a corner kick. Sophomore mid fielder Courtney
Buchanan and sophomore
<jefender Sara ~tn.tve p.rovit;lcd assists.
Jacksonville State tied the
game at the 43-minutc mark.
but the Racers pulled ahead
once again on senior midfielder Jessica Fioranelli's
penalty kick lO minutes later.

The Gamecocks evened
the game again on an unassisted goal off a corner kick
in the 70th minute. Llewellyn
fired home the game-winner
27 minutes later.
"Against
Jacksonville
State, we really came together as a team," Jen Peios said.
''We really supported each
other and relied on each
other. Our confidcnC(.' was
really boosted from beating
them."
Jacksonville State outshot
the Racers 15-11. Junior goalie
Annie Fortier saved six shots
and allowed two goals.
Even though the Racers
were outshot on paper,
Minielli said his team had
twice as many good goalscoring opportunities than
the Gamecocks.
The Racers take on Tennessee-Martin at 3 p.m. today
in MWin.l"ellih
The only obstacle between
the Racers and first place m
the OVC is a strong Eastern
Illinois team boasting a 4-0-1
conference record. The Panthers come to Murray's
Cutchin Field Oct. 23.

Constant improvement key to men finishing 2nd
. DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtept!@thcnews.of8

2U.
The bottom line is, it's just not interesting anymore. I wish it was different, but
somehow America bas become spoiled in
postseason baseball in recent years. The
plethora of Cardinals hat-wearin', shirtbraggin' fans 1 pass on a daily basis
around campus surely feel different, but
you're in the minority.
Don't worry, though. you'll be in the
majority soon enough, not caring like the
rest of us.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Freshman forward Krista Uewellyn rips a shot in
the Racers' win against Morehead State Sept. 30.
The women have since won four games in a row.

Narhan Clinkenlxw d/The NC!1V5

Junior Nicolas Grlftln crushes a drive on the 14th hole at Miller
Golf Course during the Murray State Invitational Oct. 4.

The Murray State men's golf team
showed its consistency at the Mission Inn Collegiate Classic last
weekend and finished second in an
18-team field.
The tournament was held at El
Campeon-Mission Inn Golf Course
in Howic-in-thc-Hills, l'la. The 71par course is 6,814 yards long.
Junior Jamie frazier said the R:tcers played some of its best golf of the
season during the tournament.
"I would say rather than our own
tournament. it was our best performance of the year and everyone contributed at some point," Frazier said.
"We got beat by an outstanding
round turned in by Jacksonville Slate
and our hats are off to them."
The team was consistent and
improved its score each round. After
a second -round score of 284, the
Racers improved by three strokes
and jumped from fourth to second in
the overall standings. On day three,
Murray State fired a 279. good
enough for the second-lowest team
round of the tournament and a three·
day total of 850.
Junior Kyle Shirley knew the
teams in the tournament would challenge the Racers.
"This w<ts the biggest tournament

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

www.thenews.org
----

we have played in so far this fall, and
there were a few schools we have
not played against.'' Shirley said.
"There was definitely some stiff
competition."
The Racers finished five shots
behind Ohio Valley Confere nce
member Jacksonville State, which
shot 272 on the fin<~ I day for the lowest round of the weekend. Old
Dominion had sole possession of the
lead after two days but lost it during
the final round and finished third.
Sophomore Michael Craft paced
the Racers with a 6-under 207 and
placed second individually behind
Jacksonville State's Julian Colmenares, who shut 8·undcr par.
Shirley finished in a third· place tie
for 19th with a 214. Juniors Jamie Frazier and Will Cox shot 215 and 218,
respectively.
Shirley said hl' was impressed
with his teammate's play to lead the
team to its second place finish.
"Michael played really well and
gave us a lift," Shirley said. "This
was a tough golf course and we
played our best."
After another under-par tournament at the Mission Inn Collegiate
Classic. the Racers arc now 30
strokes under par on the season.
The Racers will compete at the
Missouri State/Rivercut Invitational
Monday and Tuesday in Springfield,
Mo.
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Lakes area
offers students
outdoor escape
Fall is one of the most beautiful seasons in the lakes area. As vast forests
change from summer green to autumn
red and orange, it is prime time to get out
and enjoy what this area has to offer.
One place that comes to mind that
offers many ways to enjoy this time of
. year is the Land Between the Lakes
Recreation Area. You can enjoy LBL by
many different ways: driving, boating,
walking or biking.
There are many dirt and gravel roads
that stretch all across LBI. that take you
back through the pristine woodlands and
are very accessible by car. There arc
many overlooks that offer breathtaking
views of Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
and deep-wooded ravines. The lookout
points provide a good prospective to the
beautiful scenery.
Another way to
enjoy LBL by car is
the Elk and Bison
Trail. On the trail,
you can get up close
and personal with
bison in their natural
habitat.
Elk, on the other
hand, seem to be
very elusive, but this
time of year is the
beginning of the
mating season. With
the mating season
Warren
approaching. the big
King
bull elk's arc beginOutdoor
Columnist
ning to bugle to find
their mates.
When elk bugle, they make a high
pitched sound that carries aU throughout
the pen. It is amazing how the sound carries at such a loud decibel level, but it has
to be loud so the elk can locate each
other from long distances.
The two best ways to really explore
the LBL area is by hiking or mountain
biking. A labyrinth of hiking and biking
trails run throughout the north end of the
area. There are trails to suit all kinds of
biker. Some arc paved with mainly flat
ground and others are dirt-covered with
rough terrain that seems to go uphill both
ways.
I have mountain biked these trails
many times. It's fun to get a big group of
people together and hit the biking trails,
anp y:ou could eyen make -a rw.~Jfendj.yt
of it and camp at one of the many local
campgrounds.
One of my favorite trails to ride on is
the canal loop tr:Jil. The canal loop is
about 12 miles long. It starts on the Ken·
tucky Lake side of l.BL and runs beside
the canal, which connects the two lakes.
The trail runs through the Lake Barkley
side of LBL before it ends back at the
welcome center. The canal loop is pretty
rough, but it offers a view of beautiful
terrain.
There are many steep hills and rutted
muddy areas that reck havoc on many
riders. I've had my share of wrecks out
there. so always wear a helmet. While on
the canal loop trail, you have about 12
miles to enjoy and explore lhe area.
There are plenty of places to stop
along the way to enjoy the scenery or
take a side trip to do some exploring on
your own. By taking the route on bike, it
puts you right in the heart of nature and
gives you a good way to work off a few
pounds while enjoying the outdoors.
If you get a chance this' full, get a few
friends together, load up and spend the
weekend at LBL and sel' how much fun
the outdoors can be. Biking, camping or
hiking might not be your thing, but there
is something out there for everyone and
you just have to find it.

Dashed title dfeains
not stopping Racers
Nathan Cliukenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
With an o-2 record in the Ohio
Valley Conference after a 28-23 Joss
to Jacksonville State Saturday, the
league leaders are fading off in the
distance. However. Joe Pannunzio,
head coach, and his Racer football
team are not giving up just yet.
But the team is well aware of how
tough it will be to win the conference
with two losses under its belt.
"The key for us is to come back
with the same kind of fire that we
played with versus Jacksonville
State," Pannunzio said. "Our kids
played with passion and desire on
Saturday. In football, and athletics in
general, you have to play with emotion.
"I think that losing two games and
winning the Ohio Valley Conference
is hard to do. I'm not worrying what's
two or three weeks down the road.
My main focus is Samford."
A road game against the Bulldogs
at 1 p.m. Saturday in Birmingham,
Ala., is the next task for the Racers,
and Murray State owns a 3-2 record
against Samford. However, both losses have come from Seibert Stadium.
S~ford is coming off of a loss Sat-

urday to league-leading Eastern Kentucky 38·6 in Richmond.
Sophomore quarterback Jefferson
Adcock, who rank.c; second in the
OVC in passing yards per game with
243.7, leads the Bulldogs. He also is
second with 10 touchdown passes.
Eastern Kentucky's Josh Greco leads
all the major pas:;ing categories.
Adcock is in the mold of Racer
quarterback Ken Topps as he also
uses his legs to cat up yards. The
Bulldog quarterback is second on his
team in rushing, and he leads the
conference in total yards from scrimmage.
With Samford as a passing-oriented team, the Racers will need to put
its second-ranked passing defense to
work to earn the .road win. Murray
State has done well to stop the pass
but has struggled against the run.
Pannunzio said he needs his overall
defense to step up for the team.
"We can have a storybook finish if
we start playing better on defense
and get past some of the injuries we
have," Pannunzio said. "We've had a
history of winning late in the season,
and I hope we can get on a roll However, until we start playing better
defense, we're going to struggle."
Stopping the run was something
the Racers failed to do against Jack-

Sophomore wide receiver Rod Harper returns a kick Saturday
night against the Gamecocks. Harper finished with 28 yards.
sonville State, and the Gamecocks
ran all over the defense for 299 yards
on 55 carries. All four of Jacksonville
State's touchdowns were· on the
ground, two fro m quarterback Maurice Mullins in the third quarter.
Junior running back Chad "Tank"
Cook battered and bruised the
Gamecock defense, running for 213
yards, including a 64-yard touchdown to tic the game in the third
quarter.
"We felt like we left it all on the
field," Cook said. "That was the best
we had played all year. Everyone did
their roiL'S. We just came up short."
The 213-yard performance was the
eighth-be~t rushing total in Murray
State history and was good l.!nough

for Cook to earn the conference's
offensive player of the week.
Pannunzio said he knew during the
week leading up to the game Cook
was going to be special against the
Gamecocks.
"On Wednesday, we were running
a hard-nosed drill, and he ran over
somebody," Pannunzio said. "1
looked at Ryall Hansen, our running
backs coach, and said, 'He's back.
He's ready to go."'
Quarterback Ken Topps is day-today with a shoulder injury, and he
did appear in one play Saturday night
as a wide receiver. Running back
Nick Turner will play against Samford after prilltarily returning kicks
Saturday.

First OVC volleyball win of season comes over weekend
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org
The women's volleyball
team was able to breathe a
sigh of relief Friday night
after earning its first Ohio
Valley Conference win of the
season over Morehead State
3·1 in Morehead.
The team was not as fortunate in its second match of
the weekend and was shutout
against defending league
champion Eastern Kentucky,
giving the Racers a 1·5 conference record.
Although the Racers have
a losing record, the team is
ranked first in the nation in
digs per'" game with 20.2,
according to the NCAA. In

individual statistics. freshmen libero Heather Norris is
ranked 16th with 193 digs this
.season, which gives her an
average of 5.51 per game.
"I'm not playing to see how
many digs I can get," Norris
said. "It's about helping the
team out and getting everyone pumped up."
Head
Coach
David
Schwepker said being ranked
No. 1 is always a good thing
but hopes his young team
soon will be able to pair the
three offensive components
with its defensive ability.
"Once we get the offense
part figured out, then we've
already got the defense,"
Schwepker said.
He made adjustments to
the team's lineup last week·

end, and although the team
suffered a loss Saturday, he
said the team improved.
"Every time we change the
lineup, it's going to take
another adjustment to get
used to it," Schwepker said.
"That's what we were going
through this weelrend."
In Friday's match. junior
middle
blocker
Katie
Kemezys led the team with 13
kills and four blocks.
"Katie Kemezys has been
doing her job day-in and dayout." Schwepker said. "That's
a plus.''
Freshmen Alison Mugler
had 28 digs along with 11 kills
to complete her double·double. Norris. who had 23 digs,
and Mugler compiled 51 of
Murray State's 80 match digs.

On the offensive side.
freshmen setter Kelsey
Hubert had 41 assists as the
Racers went on to win the
games 34-32, 28-30, 3Q-25 and
30-28.
In
Saturday's
match
against Eastern Kentucky,
Mugler said the team played
well despite lhe loss.
"It's frustrating when the
coach says you played the
best game, and you still lost,"
Mugler said.
Junior middle blocker
Holly Jansen and Kemezys
each had four blocks.
Kemezys also racked up 12
kills. Mugler added 11 kills
and 17 digs earning her her
sixth double-double of the
season.
Norris had 19 digs, fresh·

man outside hitter Alyssa
Groves had 12 and freshman
defensive specialist Ashley
Meagher had 10. However.
the statistics were not
enough to give the team its
second conference win.
"Even though we lost, that
was the best pl:lying we've
had," Norris said. "We were
all really excited and found a
connection on Saturday that
we haven't had before."
Although the team has no
seniors, Schwepker is proud
it has matured. Although the
women's record is 3·10,
Schwepker said he does not
view it in a negative light.
"You can keep going 'and
get better, or you can give up
and quit," Schwepker said.
"We are not quitting."

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. H-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Sports Briefs••.
High school soccer player killed in game Monday

ti photo

Sophomore Dan Belluzzo looks at his rifle during a practice in the spring
season. The rifle team has three wins out of its four matches this falL

Trip to Tennessee .Te.ch
earns Racer rifle team
its 3rd win of '05 season
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org
T he rifle team continued to shoot on
target last weekend when it picked up its
third win of the season in a shoulder-toshoulder match against Ohio Valley Conference team Tennessee Tech.
"I was really excited,'' Head Coach Ann
Proctor said. ''W e shot really well. It was a
good weekend for us."
The team took seven of its 11 members
to the Cookeville, Tenn., match, including
senior Alex Culbertson, sophomores Dan
Bclluzzo and Cameron Hicks a nd freshmen Bryant Wallizer, who were the team's
pre-picked qualifying shooters in the air
rifle c ategory. Junior }l)siah Brooks
replaced Culbertson in smallborc q >mpetitio n.
In air rifle competition, the team posted
an aggregate 2,324 out of 2,400. Culbertson led the team with a 588 score, and
Wallizer followed a ~oint beh ind, shoot.tog 58..Vl!)V
~.
,,
Hicks ~hot a 587 in, smallborc competitio n with Belluzzo following at 586. The

team shot another 2,324 aggregate to give
it a 4,648 total, beating the Golden Eagles'
4,497.
Belluzzo said beating an OVC team of
Tennessee Tech's caliber was a lluge win
for the team.
"1 thought it was great that we won,''
Belluzzo said, "We were shooting against
a team that was just as good as we are, so
I knew going into it that we would have to
shoot good. I knew we had the ability to
beat them. We just had to put it together,
and we did that."
The Racers is the loudest team on the
shooting line before the matches begin,
Bclluzzo said, and the team always tries to
keep things fun . However, when nerves
kick in, the shooters know it is time to
focus.
"A big part of shooting is a mental
game," Belluzzo said. "How (shooters)
handle it is different, but everybody does
get nervous. Everybody's in their own Httle world mentally preparing themselves."
The Racers' next match will be at 10
a.m. Saturday In Clarksville, T enn., where
the team will compete against Austin
Peay. ·

(AP) LOUISVILLE - Francisco
Valle-Victorino was known for his
diving slops as goaltender on
Western High School's undefeated
soccer team. On Tuesday, his
teamr!lates mourned the 17-yearold from Mexico after his final
save turned tragic.
Valle-Victorino died early Tuesday at Kosair Children's Hospital
after being struck in the neck by a
ball during district play against
Pleasure rudge Park High School
on Monday evening.
"He was always happy, smiling
and that is the way we are going to
remember' him," said Francisco
Dclgado-Hernandez, a family
friend. "Our love for him will live
forever."
At Western High, a Mexican flag
waved in the breeze to honor
Valle-Victorino. The U.S. flag flew
at half-staff and a bevy of counselors met with grieving students
Tuesday.
"I've been in this business for 30
years and I never thought that I
would have a day like this," said
Western Principal Louis Hughley.
"It's something you never imagine
would happen."
The fateful play occurred during
the second half of Western's 5·0
victory. A PRP player dribbled the
ball toward the goal and Valle-Victorino dove to defend his goal, said
Jerry Wyman. director of activities
and athletics for Jefferson County
public schools.
"Francisco dove for it at just
about the exact time this young
man was kicking the ball, and

.

kicked the ball into Francisco's
neck, throat area," said Wyman,
who did not attend the game but
received accounts of the play from
coaches and game officials.
Valle-Victorino tried to stand up
but collapsed, Wyman said. A
game official administered first aid
until emergency workers arrived.
Valle-Victorino was taken to Caritas Medical Center and then transferred to Kosair.
His coach, teammates and principal stood vigil at the hospital
along with the stricken player's
family. The youngster died shortly
after 8 a.m. EDT, and an autopsy
was planned.
"Everybody on the team really
loved him,'' said his coach, Montrell~ Irvin. "He was very outgoing
and always bad a smile on his face.
Everybody depended on him."
Eric Chudler, a research associate professor in the University of
Washington's Department of
Anesthesiology, said he could not
recall someone dying while playing soccer.
"It may happen, but I just
haven't heard of it," said Chudler,
who tracks soccer safety issues
and was a youth soccer coach himself for a number of years.
Valle~Victorino, a sophomore,
transferred to Western this past
August after attending Iroquois
High School, also in Louisville,
Hughley said
Although he spoke limited English, Vaile-Victorino became a
team leader, Irvin said. He remembered his goalie urging on the team

at halftime of a H game this year.
"One thing he said was. 'We are
not going to lose,' and we ended up
winning 4-1," he said.
In many games. Valle-Victorino
limited opponents to one or two
goals, Irvin said.
"He was always diving for the
ball (to) knock it out, anything it
took to not let the ball go into the
goal And that's exactly what he
~as doing on the fateful play,"
Irvin said.
Valle-Victorino
moved
to
Louisville a little more than a year
ago from Mexico, Delgado-Hernandez said. His father is a maintenance worker at a golf course, and
two of his family members previously graduated from Western, the
family friend said.
One brother attends Jefferson
Community College, and VaileVictorino aspired to improve his
English and follow in his brother's
footsteps as a college student, Delgado-Hernandez said.
Carol Montgomery, director of
school programs and services for
the county school district, said students were asking counselors how
something so tragic could happen
to someone so young.
"We tell them that life is just full
of a whole lot of tough stuff and a
whole lot of things that don't have
clean, beautiful answers," she said.
Western was to play again Tuesday but the match was postponed.
The team intends to play again this
season and dedicate the games to
their fallen teammate, school officials said.

Racer running back e~ns conference accolade
Junior running back Chad
"Tank" Cook was named the
Offensive Player of the Week Sunday by the Ohio Valley Conference.
Cook earned the honor after
running over the Jacksonville State
Gamecocks for 213 yards on 21 carries. He averaged 10.1 yards a carry.
Despite the Racers getting the
eighth-best rushing performance
in its history, the team could not
hold off the Gamecocks in a 28·23
loss.
A play after Jacksonville State
took a 14-7 lead in the third quarter, Cook bolted through the

defense for a 64-yard touchdown
run. Cook also added another run

more than 50 yards as he was the
Racers' flrst 200-plus-yard performance since Ron Lane ran for 201
yards against Tennessee-Martin in
2003.
For Jacksonville State, it was the
first time its defense had given up
a 200-yard rusher since 2002. The
Gamecock defense also held 13 of
its 18 previous OVC opponents
under 100 yards rushing as a team.
Cook's 213 rushing yards shot
him up the OVC leaderboard for
yards per game as he sits in third
place with 8L6 yards a game. He

had just 195 yards total on the
ground entering the contest
against Jacksonville State.
Another touchdown for Cook
will move him into a four-way tie
for eighth place on the all-time
Racer list. He is ranked 11th.
He will have hls eyes on moving ,, ·:~
up the OVC rushing and Racers •
touchdown list as Murray State
takes on Samford at 1 p.m. Saturday.
t
t:!
Cook ran for a then-career-high
187 yards in a 24-21 victory last season at Roy Stewart Stadium. For , )
his career, Cook has 213 career
.•.: .
rushing yards against the Bulldogs.
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Rockin' or Ronald McDonald
'

I

photos by Misty I fays/fhr.> New5

Transparent took first place and a $300 check at Alpha Delta Pi's Battle of the Bands Friday in Lovett Auditorium. Jarrod Rudesill, sophomore from Benton, Jordan Rudesill, sophomore from Benton, and Kaleb Scharmahorn, sophomore from Benton, play guitar in Transparent.

Sorority raises funds with first Battle of the Bands
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

.
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Guitars and drumsticks clashed
with synthesizers and disco lights as
Murray bands competed in Alpha
Delta Pi's Battle of the Bands Friday.
ADPi staged the battle at l.ovctt
Auditorium in lieu of its traditional
Jello Slurp-Off to raise money for the
Ronald McDonald House charity.
"Our goal is to, ' basically, raise
more money than we have in the past
·for Ronald McDonald House," said
Mandy Perkins. ADPi philanthropy
committee member.
Assistant Director of Bands John
Fannjn, Froggy 103 DJ "Jumping"
Jason Moore and ADPi alumna Maria
Locklear judged the rock war. The
bands had to prove themselves in
three categories: presentation, context and crowd response.
The judges awarded 90 percent of
the groups' total points, and fans
scored the last 10 percent of the final
tallies by voting for their favorite
bands when they bought tickets.
"I think all of our sisters are really
excited about it," said Perkins, sophomore from St. Charles, Mo., "Espedally the four (committee members)
who worked really hard on it."
The Battle of the Bands opened as

AD Pi members £lizabcth Cawein,
junior from Bartlett, Tenn .. and Julie
Muska, sophomore from Marion, Ill..
stood
in the snotli,.h~ to bel!in
theI
,,, << • ••'-. ,., >• ~'7( )'
f<l
•
show.
"Is everybody ready to rock?"
Cawein asked the crowd.
Hardcore band Cellar Door took
the stage first, after ADPi member
Jessica Crockett, senior from Somerset, introduced the band as wanting
"to rule the world with post-hardcore
goodness." CeUar Door's musical
style involved loud. intense beats and
screaming.
Several times, lead vocalist Shane
Smith, graduate student from Paducah, kneeled on the stage, shouting
into his micas the rest of Cellar Door
energetically danced · around the
cords and amps. One guitarist often
kicl<.ed randomly mid-song, emphasizing a giant rip in the seat of his
pants.
Hardcore and metal music still
reigned as the second band, From
Rise to Ruin. walked onstage. Encr·
getic and loud like the competing
band before it, From Rise to Ruin
spiced up its lyrics with gymnastics.
In the middle of the band's Slipknot-style songs. singer Andrew Carwile, freshman from Westview,
flipped backward behind the guitarists and did toe-touches like a

hardcorc-metal cheerleader. Eventually, Carwile pulled off his shirt and
threw it behind the drums. ending the
band's ~t b,r,rubbin_a his ni~ples. i
The .Battie of the Bands took on an
eighties flair with the third act, The
DANCE-tigatorsll! Using theatrics
instead of screaming to grab the
judges' attention, Eric O'Reilly,
senior from Hardinsburg, introduced
the band by playing the part of a redneck averse to dancing.
"Down with dancing." O'Reilly
yelled. "Nascar rocks, man."
The DANCE-tigators!!! ran on
stage in slow motion as the "Chariots
of Fire" theme played in the background. Dressed in neon jogging
suits. they pummeled O'Reilly before
picking up their iostntments and urg·
ing the audience to "Dance, dance
oooh·oooh ah-ah."
"We're The DANCE-tigators!!!, and
we came to dance," said singer Andy
Wiggins, senior from LaCenter.
With a synthesizer, disco lights and
a mullet wig, the band rocked Lovett
with lyric~ like "This is the age of
deca-dance," and an "lee. Ice Baby"
parody.
Eventually, the members called the
ADPi women onstage to dance with
them. Even Cellar Door's Jon Burris,
sophomore from Paducah, came out
from backstage to show his stuff.

Constant Frequency followed The
DANCF.·tigators!!!, admitting in its in
introduction that the band just made
up the name before the :;how.
The' group redirected the Battle of
the Bands toward the rock genre but
this time, without screaming and
flailing. The band's music maintained
a rock bc~t. incorporating long
instrumentals into the songs.
As band members played, Phi Tau
members ran through the aisles and
urged the audience to stand up. At
the end of the set, the band stood in a
line and bowed to a standing ovation.
Finally. Christian rock band Transparent walked, onstage in jeans, Tshirts and the occasional tic. Their
drummer couldn't make it, leaving
four guitarists to battle by themselves.
"lie sends his best to you guys,"
singer Kaleb Scharmahorn, sophomore from Renton, said.
With three acoustic guitars and one
electric guitar, Transparent harmonized to mellow John Mayer-, The
Dave Matthews Band- and Maroon 5inspircd rhythms.
Crossing genres. Transparent
ended its act for the Battle of the
Bands with a rendition of "Walking in
Memphis:· Several audience members moved into the aisles ncar the
stage to sway to the music and sing

along.
After Transparent finished, the
judges submitted their verdict.
"I thought every band was very
good in what they performed in,"
Maria Locklear sajd. "Each band had
their own style and their own sound.
They all exude a wonderful energy
on stage, and they had a nice variety
of musical selection."
The DANCE-tigatorsll! came in
third and won $100, and Constant
Frequency snagged the $200 second
prize. However. Transparent was the
true victor of the Battle of the Bands,
receiving $300 for first place.
"It feels awesome. The crowd
behind us was probably the best
part," said guitarist Patrick Johnson,
sophomore from Calvert City.
Transparent has yet to record a
CD, but fans can peruse its Web sites
at www.transparentjams.com or
www.myspace.com/transparentjams
to check out its music.
ADPi considered its Battle of the
Bands a success. An estimated 400
people showed up to watch the bands
compete. and the sorority raised
more than $2,500 for the Ronald
McDonald House Charity.
"I think it's going to get bigger and
bigger each year." Mandy Perkins
said. "We plan on doing this again
and again and again."

The DANCE-tigators!U invited the Alpha Delta Pi sisters onstage to dance with them during the last song, a cover of Billy Idol's
'Dancin' With Myself,' ofits set Friday. The band walked away with the third place prize and a $100 check.
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Sbroadens with new lineup.

•Thursday

Meeting
.1 p.m.. Walt Disney Elizabeth CaweiD
internship informa- Assistant Lifestyles Editor
tional meeting, Freed ecawein@thenews.orgt
Curd Auditorium
If Katie ViiJanueva could
broadcast one piece of information to every student on campus.
Fall break
it would be ' that Murray State
Classes dismissed
does have a radio station, and its
target audience isn't senior citiBull Blowout
8 p.m., bull riding and zens. ·
In fact, Villanueva, senior from
barrel racing, adults
$9, students $7, chil- Chicago, plays a supporting role
dren $4, EXPO center in the station's major push to
begin catering more to a collegiate audience. Her show,
Sounds Acoustic, airs Sundays at
Testing
midnight and is anything but ele2 p.m., Kentucky spevator music.
ciality tests, Faculty
"A lot of kids on campus don't
Hall Room 302
even realize vve have a radio sta•
tion, and if they do, they don't
BuB Blowout
know that it's not just news and
8 p.m., bull riding and
classical music," Villanueva said.
barrel racing, adults
"We have an alternative rock
$9, students $7, chil·
show, a local music show and
dren $4, EXPO center
even a world music show."
Added to the mix of styles is
Villanueva's
own
Sounds
No eveats
Acoustic, a collaborative effort
No campus events or with Austin Carter, Murray High
School senior and part-time
deadlines
Murray State student. The show
made its debut Sunday and feaCourses begin
tured Ben Folds, Death Cab for
Second-half semester Cutie, Modest Mous'e, Cat
courses begin
Stevens. Ziggy Marley and the.

•Friday

•Saturday

•Sunday __
-;:;..;===.._
•Mpnday

•Tuesday

Melody Makers and Bob Dylan in
its first air.
"(Austin's) tastes are more
folk, bluegrass and jam bands,
and I'm more on the alternative,
pop-rock, jazz side of it all," Villanueva said. "Together. we
cover this huge spectrum of
music, and it's a real collage of
different styles."
Villanueva said the show was
born when a spot opened u~ in
the programming schedule and
Mark Welch, the station's programming director, approached
her about creating a show.
"They needed something sort
.of mellow to follow the new age
show on Sunday night before the
BBC News goes on," she said.
Sounds Acoustic allows her an
opportunity to play music students wouldn't ordinarily be able
to hear on local radio, Vlllanueva
said.
"I really like that the show
gives students on campus the
chance. to listen to what I would
think would be some of their
favorite artists that don't get
much air play on mainstream
radio. · It's giving the underground a chance," she said.
"There's just a lot of culture at
the station and I don't think people realize it.
"We.'re trying to entertain peo-

jrobb@thenews.org

8 p.m., MSU Concert
Donald Trump. the boardroom and the
Choir, free admission, words "you're fired," are a dangerous mix
Lovett Auditorium
on NBC's The Apprentice.
In its third week. Jennifer Wallen, Murray State alumna, became the third
Apprentice contestant and second memMeetlag
5 p.m., Student Gov- ber of Capitol Edge to get fired.
The · challenge presented to the two
ernment Association
senate, Barkley Room, teams. Capitol Edge and Excel, was to put
Curris Center

•Wednesday

'

•aay.

by where we work every
There's just a sense of loyhlty
that you have to it that you dori't
get with pubUc radio."
• •' •'•
If students have reque$ts' tOr
Sounds Acoustic or would fike
comment on the show's fortnllt
or hosts, they can send an e-~ail
to soundsacoustic@hotmaU.cQJh.

to

Murray State alumna hears dreaded words from Tninl:n

Coacert

Electloas

doing," he said. "We played some
piano, some instrumental. We
played Ziggy Marley, John Prine.
Death Cab for Cutie."
Carter said WKMS fights a
tough battle for student awareness, and the station still has
much ground to cover.
"I've encountered students
who ask me if I work on campus,
and I tell them I work at the radio
station, and they don't even
know we have a radio station,"
he said. "For a long time, WKMS
was majority classical music and
talk radio. We're playing two
hours of current music on
WKMS every night now, and it's
music you can't bear on, say,
96.9."
"We're starting to make
changes to cater more to MSU
students, and we've frustrated
some longtime listeners in that
process." Carter said. "But we
want us students to have a station we can listen to."
The concept of a college radio
station has distinct audiencerelated advantages over a traditional public station.
"With a college station, you
have something you can be more
loyal to," he said. "You might see
Katie or myself on campus. You
might even have a class on eighth
. floor of Fine Arts and walk right

:-1 :'"

Pbllaothropy eveat
10 a.m., All in One,
hosted by Omega Xi,
Curris Center Dance Jmet Robb
Lounge
Lifestyles Editor
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pie, but we're also trying to educate them, to the fat that there is
a world out there beyond country and gospel that seems to
dominate the airwaves these
days," Villanueva said.
Austin Carter said he and Vii·
lanueva are spreading their own
type of gospel.
"We just want to spread this
gospel of good music because it's
wliat we love," Carter s'aid.
Carter became involved with
WKMS almost two years ago as a
volunteer. He had an interest in
radio and production and was
eventually asked to join the station's paid staff. This is his first
experience hosting a show, and
he and Villanueva share similar
goals for the program.
"I want to get a blend of music
out to the community that people·
wouldn't normally get to hear on
local radio," Carter said...Basically, just to show people that
there is a broad range of interests
even within something as narrowed down as acoustic music."
Carter said
in Sounds
Acoustic's first air, he and VII·
lanueva tried to give listeners a
broad sampling of every type of
music they might hear on the
show in the future.
"For the first show we really
tried to sum up what we're

on a technology show for the Cedar Crest
Retirement Community. Since Wallen's
second business, "Off the Hook Sushi &
Martini Bar,• is a restaurant, the team
leader thought Wallen would be best to be
in charge of event planning.
Unfortunately. compared to Excel.
Capitol Edge's techno show was a failure.
Excel had a theme of "Connecting the
Generation" and separated the show into
three divisions. had lots of food and was
pleasing to the eye. Capitol Edge did not
know how to work the technology they

were using, had a typo on the cake, resorted to using sex appeal and was not as
inviting as Excel's expo.
According to NBC.com, Excel came out
on top' with an average score of 8.5 and
Capitol Edge scored a 7.9. Capitol Edge
had to go to the boardroom for the second
time in three weeks. Rebecca, the team
leader of Capitol Edge, took Wallen and
Jennifer M . back into the boardroom to see
who would be fired.
Wallen was the unfortunate contestant
to hear Trump say "You're fired."
~

She said via e-mail that it was tou~ to
have to sit in front of Donald Tnimp
because he can be intimidating.
•· • •.,..,
'
• >~ ...
Being on the show was an atrulti~
experience and she has no regrets abOut
appearing on the Apprentice, Wallen SAid.
"The hardest part for me was ·tieing
away from my husband and my two "clUIdren for almost two months," Wallen ~id.
"I never want to be apart from them that
long again."
The Apprentice airs at 8 p.m. Thursdays
on NBC.

-- ----

-------

Haunted houses open for screams, frights as Halloween draws cloSer

9 a.m., homecoming Staff Report
,. •
king and queen elections, msusga.com
Goblins, ghosts, monsters and terror
await those brave enough to walk through
VolleYball
local hunted houses.
1 p.m.. MSU VolleyStarting Friday, 2005 Haunted House
ball vs. UT Martin, will be open every Friday and Saturday
Racer Arena
night until Oct. 29. with one also on Halloween, at 7;30 p.m. in Hopkinsville. Hop·
Coacert
kinsville-Christian County Recreation
8 p.m., MSU wind Department, Bradford Square Mall,
ensemble, free admis- Christian County High School FFA, QJ08,
sion, !.ovett Auditori- The Eagle 943, :rhe Beaver 1003 FM and
um
Sign Pro will host the event at Bradford
Square Mall.
The entrance, located between New

• Oct, 21

Soccer

China Buffet and the main mall entrance,
opens at 7 p.m. Admission is $4 and children 3 and younger get in free, however it is not recommended children
that young attend.
Thrills and chills await
those who dare to run
through secret passageways at
the Dead End Haunted House 6:30
tonight in Paducah. Admission is $8
with a $1 discount with a Pepsi can.
To get to the the 100-year-old house,
take exit 7 off Interstate 24, travel six
miles west on Ky. 62 and look for a skull
sign.
Enjoy a wedding at Talon 'Falls Haunt·

ed Scream Park in this years experience
"Till death do us part: A Talon Falls wedding gone bad." According to the Talon
l<'alls Web site, more than 100 actors
will scare and terrify those willing
to go through the 30-minute
experience.
To meet for this scream fest. go
to the West Kentucky Community
and Technical College on 4810 Alben
Barkley Dr. at the Anderson Building.
Admission is $12, with $2 off with a Pepsi
can.
Visit talonfalls.com for more information about both haunted houses in Paducah.

3 p.m., MSU women's
soccer vs. Southeast
Missouri
State,
Cutchin Field

Homec:omlDg
9:30 a.m., Homecoming parade
11 a.m., Tent City
2;30 p.m., announcement of homecoming
court
3 p.m., Racer football,
Roy Stewart Stadium

Derb's

Pet Sitting · House Sitting

Established 1985

WE WILL TEND

B11rbeq11e
11nd F,ied Pies

F.idos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other
furry or non-furry
crittt:rs in their own
home environment!

North 12th Street.. Murray
• no. MajeoCy aon . - goottinQ u-
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fij!itish claymation characters make silver screen debut
Review

I

:•! ...

~
~

f J.i/ptyles Staff Writer Phillip Dishon
:)"rites the movie reviews.

I

: w.bcther they're taking an after\ noon stroll on the lunar surface, foill iJ!8 ~sinister penguin's diamond heist
t6r pu-tting an end to a robotic dog's
tlllcgal sheep sheering ring, Wallace
tand Gromit have always stuck togeth: er lik.e, well, clay.
j I n ~eeping with this tradition, "Wal~lace in Gromit: The Curse of the
'W~b-Rabbit" creates the same charm
land wit that first made the stop·
l mQt~n animation duo cherished the
1world over.
~ ~)d-mannered inventor Wallace
( (~eter Sallis) and his no-nonsense
;pooch, Gromit, run "Anti-Pesto," a
(sthidty company that protects their
t British neighborhood's gardens from
1vegetable·gobbling vermin. To deal
with the pest problem humanely, the
p~~ives the numerous rabbits refuge
rlJl.YJjlllace's basement.
This is only a temporary fiX. With
'. t:o'f"v
<>dy • Tottington's (Helena Bonham
(jan~.r> annual giant vegetable compeJjtiP.n,onJy days away. Wallace searches for a way to quench the produce
~ravl}lgs of his furry house guests with
~~~ .~opes of winning Lady Totting.~~lll~ ,affection. Through the use of his

.

-

courtesy o( uip.co.uklwallaceandgromit

Wallace pats Gromit on the bead to cover bis disgust about having to eat vegetables since be is on a diet.
director Nick Park ("Chicken Run")
would bring th e comedy twosome to
the silver screen. As is always the case,
Park's animation preference for stopmotion takes time.
The feature length "Curse of the
Were-Rabbit" ttlOk nearly five years to
complete, and the finished product
easily reflects the time and effort. The
characters move fluidly and realistically without betraying their cartoon·
like appearance.

new untested invention, Wallace
brainwashes the bunnies to not eat
any vegetables.
However, the rehabilitation goes
horribly wrong. It is now up to Wallace and Gromit to save the vegetable
competition and put an end to the
rampage of a towering, garden-ravaging were-rabbit.
After three Academy Award nominations and two wins for his Wallace
and Gromit shorts, it seems fitting that

!

The animators capture every wink,
facia l expression and gesture with
flawless and humorous precision.
Prior to this film, the scope of the
world of Wallace and Gromit was limited. But, with theatrical widcscrccn,
the animators explore and detail every
facet of the world beyond Wallace's
front door. f rom the brick buildings
and shops of the city to the trees of the
fog-laced wilderness, every element
screams c-inematic eye candy.
Sallis' voice acting for Wallace also
brings personality and life to the char·
acter in his fourth reprisal of the role.
Sallis' tone and sound are irreplaceable for Wallace because be has
become such a pivotal element for the
character. Sallis' mannerisms are also
visible in Wallace, a character he has
been defining for more than a decade.
Bonham Carter brings a lot of attention to Lady Tottington through her
delightfully whimsical British accent
and upbeat performance. Every line
seems to flow naturally, as if Bonham
Carter was speaking each word on
screen herself.
Finally, the last staple of any Wallace and Gromit adventure is the outrageous machines and devices that
dominate the everyday lives of the
thlc characters. The animation of
these various contraptions is amazing
considering each bolt and gear is ani-

mated frame by frame. As challenging
as these scenes must have been. Park's
animation team easily rises to the
occasion, flawlessly capturing every
gadget and gizmo.
As lighthearted and unserious as the
plot is, adults can expect to be just as
entertained and enthralled as younger
viewers. :rhc snappy dialogue and
humorous innuendo easily breach this
age gap. offering unoffcnsive jokes
that entertain the entire family.
This is a superb animated film, but it
isn't for everyone. It is very comedic
and very British. This is not to say the
humor is too sophisticated. but the
film is riddled with inside jokes that
only true W&G fans will appreciate.
Still, if you are looking for a "cracking" good romp, grad a slab of
Camembert and a box of crackers and
hit the box office for "Wallace and
Gromit in Curse of the Were-Rabbit."

I.J'.U.IJUl.U' '•' c' '•' ·
,,,.,, ,·,:;-.I. ... ,..l .....
Zero film strips: Save your cash.
One film strip: Catch it on TV if you're
bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the box
office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion Collection

:Faculty, staff focus on fitness, receive free screenings at annual health fair
liflu'8' McCombs

obesity, diabetes. anxiety disorders
and others.
Corky Broughton, chairman of the
department of well ness and therapeutic sciences. began organizing this fair
last semester with Lourdes Hospital,
faculty fro m the department and
Human Resources personnel.
"This is our fourth year of conduct·
ing some type o f health fair,"
Broughton said. "We are trying to be
proactive in health services instead of
just reactive so that we can avoid

~:ftJWriter

kmtcombs@thenews.org

u• .. 1~:·
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qr·.. ~if\es of faculty and staff stretched
across the north gym in Carr Health
:P.w~<;l.,ing Oct. 6 at Murray State's
;htrs~st facu lty health fair to date, with
~..rc. than 300 people in attendance.
•111Screenings assessed risk factors for
. !J!~p.plood pressure, high cholesterol,
~olon cancer, prostate cancer, skin
:f~D·~~r. breast cancer. osteoporosis,

.

..

~

~~• ..w.-- - - - - This
• Albums
,.; J:)acked Up

• DVD

1. Two for the Money

l . Gold Digger
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Shake it Off
Mariah Carey

1. Cinderella Special EdltJon

2. In Her Shoes

:3. MOst Known Unknown
r~c 6 Mafia
__.. u
~.lfitira
~ ToplBraxton
tate Registration
'Kanye West

3. Flight Plan

!Shecyl Crow

1 ...... ·'·

3. Pbot~ph

4. Wallace anCI Groiiilt: 'l'lie
Curse of the Were-Rabbit

•

s. The Greatest Game Ever
Played

tckelbadt

4. UkeYou
Bow Wow featuring Ciara
S. MyHnmps
The Black Eyed Peas

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

"This is the largest health fair
turnout that I have seen." Nicholls
said. "If one person gets a mammogram because of this event, it will be
worthwhile. We tailor fairs to suit the
needs of the employer.
"In September, we had a student
health fair with screenings such as
body mass index and b lood pressure
checks. We are interested in expanding student health fairs as well.''
For full coverage, visit www.thenews.org.

Week in Entertainment- - - - -• SOD§S

l2. WlJdflower

' ... •.'
.,
..

''Overall (health) plan costs have
decreased 6.2 percent." said Joyce
Gordon, associate vice president of
Human Resources. "We are promoting wellness."
Gordon acknowledged the reason
the health fa irs have been such a success is support on all levels, including
from University President F. King
Alexander.
Kelly Nicholls, manager of physi·
cian relations at Lourdes, helped
coordinate the Faculty Health Fair.

• Box Office

~ Gtetchcn Wilson

ts:
!. .:~.r~

costly treatments down the road."
Broughton said after the College of
Health was restructured, there was
little awareness of the services it provided. Health fairs have been a tool to
recognize things the college is doing.
This is the first year Murray State
worked with Lourdes Hospital in Pad·
ucah, Broughton said. It helps p rovide
screenings and services the University cannot.
Through this, Murray State.' s health
care costs have decreased.

• Books

• Website

1. A Breath of Snow and
Ashes
2. Family Guy Presents Diana Gabaldon
Stewie Griffin: The Untold 2. Son of a Witch
Story
Gregory Maguire
3. School Days
3. AiiiltYVille Horror
Robert B. Parl<er
4. The March
4.Robots
E.L. Doctorow
S. Goodnight Nobody
S. Cinderella lithograph
Jennifer Weiner
Source: Bcstbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com

Source: nytimcs.com

secondhandsongs.c:om
Find out who performed the
original version of a particular
song or who covered it. Type in
the name of a song, and the
database will display t~e..ur.:)
former name and full song tttle,
as well as sonbrwriters and original media. The database
already contains 33,252 songs 9,422 o riginals, 22,635 covers
and 1,195 songs with samples and 16,886 artists, including
performers and songwriters.

"..
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hif..~......... ~_.........~
~(tfhe 'Wild 'R!spberry
~ -· Big Sale on

J

scrapbook papers
and stickers on a roll

40%

l{

and sale paper
Sept. 30 - Oct . 21

416 Malo
His to ric Court Square

753-0859

Kirksey, Ky.

~·

$10 or more

~ excludes new arrivals

') J:

off

on purchases of

RECORDING STUDIO
£
f

.

• LUCKY DOG •

t
~

• 24 TRACK DIGITAL
RECORDING
•

r

First Step Learning Center L,

,1

753·3961 • 814 Coldwater Roed • Murray
Now accepting enrollment • eges 6 weekc to 9 veers old
Mondey-frldey 6-9 p.m.

~

r~J~Ns8~~TRAT

489-2246 CHRIS PAPS

'i*'
~~--~~tt;·,--.--~~-..,·~
r '•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Sc<:rct Shoppers Needed for ~tore evalu·
ations. Get paid to shop. Local W>rC!>,
restaurants & Theil!~. Traimng prm id·
oo. Fle.xible hours. Email! Fee required.
1-80().585•9024 l'Xt. &445

Home. $99,900. lake
. New Authentic 2400
Available 10129/05,
ArcJ. 800-770-9311, Ext.
La~t Chance!

20x26 Now

S4980. 30x40 $6965,
1,850. Many Others. Mt-cts
sn<>w and wind. One end lnclud. Pioneer 1-80().668-5422.

HELP WANTED
ftle.otlf'l.ilncl,allv Independent Mmnesota
hone>t. dependable
Restock RetaiV Com·
with Name Brand
4·6 hrslwk. Earn
i,d). $8,900 Investment.
with present employw'<lit· Financing AvadaiM.
~t80!~3-fl676

$1.10-$1.14 avt'f'agc pet' mile! Home
Wt.'C~nds! No forCt"Cf d1;patch' Owner
opera!()(~ needed! Call tviax @ T&T 1·
800.511-()(Jill

Acct'pting lra1nees for WernPr, Swllt,
CR l'ngland, others! 16 day COLI Nu
molll'Y down, student financing! Tuition
reimhur51•mcnt ava. 11. Job plan•ment
•mt. Mon·Sun 1-800-883-0171 Kfl
Clas~A

Driv<"rS N('(_'<ied! Regional
lanes, qualit)' homet1rne, Top Payl Coli
Sunday Of anytime, Priority Transporta·
lion. 866-882.;()768 fOE

Drivcor- $2,750 Sign On· •orlt:nlo~tiun
P;Jy, •[.un up to $-19,000 1sl yt•<~r, •Bi~n
elit' 1sl of month after 30 days, 'Predi<.~lbh'! home time- CDL-N n rnos
OTR. JDC loglstks 877-687-5f>27 (7
day!/wkJ.
Driver· Covenant Transport. Excellent
Pay & Benefits for expenenc.ed Drivers,
010, Solos, Teams & Graduate Students. Bonuses Available. Refrigerated
now a,•ailablc. 888-MOR£-PAY (688667-J729J

Drivl'rs/ COI.-A Ozark Motor Lines,
OpNator~:

home wL-ekend, great pay & bcnl'tits,

'=

-

...

~11kpm!

Ori~~.
wiSJ~.

Over the road. 35 states. l:lat
lale mOdel cooventionals. 3
years e.xpcnence. Sl,OOO sign '!' bonus.
Stan .34¢-.38¢ mile+ hencllts. Call
(8001444-6648.
-~-~

Driverr OWNER OPERATORS nr.cdedl
Avg..93 to S1.07 per mile. We offer free
lw.t~ pi.He, p<::rrMs & qtl.lkontm. No
tou(h frdght plu~ more! 1·877-6116.185 x286.
Go l1<1rn1• this weekend! We pay what
)'OU dcservc! $.46/mile! Homctimc you
nr)e<l! Great Tr'UOO! Blue Cross/ Blue
Shield! Dmtal! 401 k! Beli<'Vl! it I tlean·

land

Express

1-800-441-4953

,,,,w,hcanlan~s.com

Dri: Owner Operat~ Aatbcd Ocdicat·
edl Pull our trailers!! lmmroiate Openin~! Gmat P<~y! Small rleets Wt'komel
Comp.mv Driv._... positions ai!>O avail·
able! R00-&11-J7&J

CompJny Drivers & Owner

OTR p.1y increase, Starting tll
800-264·.?033

Immediate• openrngs Louisville and
Georgetown KY areas. ~A and AH
Drivers. Yard Jockey. Local Deliveries.
Regional rtJns and team runs. Choo~
your lo..tds. No iorced di5p3t< h. 12 yr
rcn•nl exp required) 81>6-270-2665
www .alxlnvl'rs.com
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! Truck Driver
1raint'!!S wanlt~! No money up iront.
lfhlng in your area. Trans~ation,
food, lodgrng. You may quality for St.lte
Pai~Tl'ilinin~. 1 -877-554-~608

1\-Ujor Trucking Companies need
trainees! No expen('fl(e? :-.Ia moneyl
8ad creditl No problem! Company
sponsored training available. Great
mcomc and benefits. StJrt Immediately.
Call 1-877-44'3·8289
NC(.•d a joh? CR England is hirinJol in your
,ue,t. Company sponsort'<l 16 d.1y CDI.

ADVERTISERS: You c.m pi,Jce a 25·

Tr.1in•ng available. No expcm·n<1: nCIXIed. Call Todat! 1-ll00-3CJ8-9<J08

TRAVEL

HEALTH

Lim Degree online rrom home. "Med·
ic.il. •susin~<sS, •Paralegal, •Computer.
Job pldcement assist.lnce CompUter &

filmtly lieahhcare w/~rlplion plan~
$6~ .9~ mo. Nationw1de Covttilt\C, No
l•mrtatron~ . Include<;: Doctors, Dental,
VIsion, Ho-p. & mort·! £vr1fYone Arcepted! Call WCG 800-288-<'14! 4 cxt.2.B..!
let me care tor your lovt'<l om!. Room
for one l.1dy patient to sh.u!' <I rocun. 2·t •
7 t:.trl'. References, rc.l!>Onablt• r.1tes.
C.111 50.2-647-0165,

SERVICES
Attention HOO'lCO\\ners: Display homes
wanted for vinyl sidin,l! wtndo\vs, roofs.
Easy crt'dit terms. No payments unhl
2006. Starting at $99 month, Call 1800·251-0843
SSCASHSS Immediate t'Olsh for structured settlemenl5, annu11ie.'>, law su11,
Mortg<~gt• notes & Cilsh flow~. JC W1•nt·
worth 11 1·800·794 •7110
Government Guarantrt.'<l Lo.ms. Wf>
n«.>CJ 8 mOIP home purl ftase .tpplico.~nts
by October 31st. 1-800-710·1696 llexlng101'1) or apply on-line www.kygovcrnmcntloans.c001 Don't MISS This Opportunity! EOL.

EDUCATIONAL
Arrline Mec:hanrc- Rap1d tr.llnlng for
h1gh payinf! career. FM predicts St.overe
shortage. FAA Jppruved.Job pl.tlr·ment
.tssbtanu~.AIM 1-888-J49·1jlfl7.

financial aid if qualify. IJ66.8~8-2121
www.onlineti<kwatcrtCt:h.com

word classified ad in 70 Kentucky
newsp.Jpei'S f<X as little as S2l5 with
one order, one payment FOf lnfoona.
lion. 'ontact the classified department
of this llC\I.~JlCf or call KPS 1·502·
221-8821

""#1 Sprin&Br&Wtbfi~ Low prices
Free Meals & Free Orioles.
Book 11 people, get 121h trip free!

Place your
message 1n

~ranteed.

Group discounts for 6+ ~~
BreakDiscounts.com or www.Lejsy(f:
Tours,com or 800-818-8202.

The Murray

Spring Break 2006 wllh Student Tr~vel
Services to Jamaic~. Maico, 1Wwn.1S
~nd Florida. Are you connectedf Sell
Trips,
Cash & Travel Fr~l Call for
group discounts. Info/Reservations

State News
classifieds for

Earn

800-648-4849 -w.sl5tr~vl'l.com.
BAHA.'AAS SPRNG BREAK CaEBRITY

CRUISE! 5 Days From $299! lncl~
Mt'.lls, TaXP'i, Entry To fxdusiw MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Ct•lcbrities
A~ St>t~ On Real World, R<>Jd Rules!
On
C<llnfJU~
Rl.'p~
Nct•dcd!
www.~pringBre.t~Tr.wel.com 1-1!00·
678-6386
CANCU.'-J, ACAPUH 0, JAMAII.A
From $499! Travel With Ame11ca's
lllrgesl &Ethics Award Winntng Spring
Break Company! Fly Scheduled Air·
lines, Frcc meals, Drinks, Biggco;t
Celebrity Parties! On·Ctmpus Markel·
1ng Rep!> Nl'«<«< 1 www.SpringBreak·
Travcl.com 1-800-678-6J86

MISC.

=----

10~
PER WORD!
111 Wilson Hall • 762-4491
Affi m.~y besubmUtcd 10 W1!5011 Hall
rOo'l!Tl 111 or mailed 10 Cl;tsslflcds, c/o Tile
Mvrrily SutP ·'lev.-s, 260') Un•vt'rSlly Sralllln, Murr~y, KY 4107t
Clds;iheds must Ill.· paid in ~dvan<:f.'
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Greeks from the Interfratemlty, Natlo:n al
and Panhellenlc paint a building together Saturday.

'
Johnmichael Emerson, freshman &om Brownsville, T enn., throws a tire Into the dumpster after collecting
trash and limbs &om other areas of Mayfield during 'Worldng Together From the Bottom Up.'
•

Greeks join to clean ~P Mayfield
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org
The air was cold Saturday
morning, but the atmosphere
in the Curris Center parking
lot was positive and bright as
representatives from every
Murray State Greek organization boarded eight Calloway
Coi.mty school buses bound for
Mayfield.
This marked the beginning
of one of Murray State's most
historic community service
projects.
Brian Siddens, gr~duate student from Santa Monica. Calif.,
began coordinating the event
after hearing the needs of citizens and officials in an area of
Mayfield known as the Bottoms.
After approaching various
Greek groups with the idea to
organize a charity event for all
the fraternities and sororities
to take part in "Working
Together From the Bottom
Up" became a reality, Siddens
said.
"I looked into the past -· and
never in the history of Murray
State have black and white
(Greeks) got together," he said.
Although Siddens had his
doubts at first about getting the
nearly 20 different Greek
groups to work with each
other, each group responded
positively to his idea.
His original idea was on a
much smaller scale, but
because of the overwhelming
support. Siddens said he had to
fmd other things for students

University President F. K1Dg Alexander and Brian
Siddens, graduate student &om Santa MoDica, Calif.,
dJscuss the activities the Greeks wlll be doing.
to do in the Bottoms.
"No one helped them put
this together.'' Siddens said. "I
was really happy to see everybody act as one and come
together. It went off without
any problems."
Siddens said this kind of
involvement shows how far
reaching the efforts of students
can be, and it speaks volumes
of what students can do if they
try.

"They just don't stay in Murray," he said. "They went
above and beyond. I'm proud
of the fraternities and sorori-

ties for (helping the community)."
Students worked on eight
different community service
projects Saturday including
planting trees, working with
Habitat For Humanity and
helping to renovate local busi·
nesses, Siddens said.
Mike Brown, Interfraternity
Council president, said the
Greek organizations were
planning on doing an event like
this as part of "The Year of the
Greek" celebration. Siddens
came forward with an opportunity that the fraternities and

sororities were more than
happy to take part.
"I think this project in general showed us how much we
could help the community,"
Brown said. "I think it was a
really positive (initiative) that
we took up for this."
Brown said the event' was
also historic because it was an
entirely
'
. servtce
. program.
communtty
"I think that when we decided to do this, the faculty and
staff supported us," Brown
said. "It was specifically for the
people of Mayfield.
"We are adults and we can
perform (in adult roles).} think
that is what (the faculty) wanted."
Angela David, sophomore
from Frankfort, Ill., helped renovate and repaint an old grocery store in the Bottoms. She
said the project showed bow
different groups can use their
similarities to achieve as goal.
"Even if it was just painting a
wall, it can make a difference,"
she said.
Reed Clapp, who represent·
ed Sigma Phi Epsilon. also
helped paint the grocery and
picked up garbage throughout
the neighborhood. He said
returning to his hometown of
Mayfield for this event was an
eye-opening experience.
"I was just glad I could go
back (to Mayfield) because I've
never been to (the Bottoms),"
Clapp, freshman, said. "It was
just good to show that fratemi·
ties and sororities do (ser·
vices) and improve and build
up others in the community."

Adam Duley, freshman from MetropoUs, m.,: and
Ryan Rohleder, sophomore from Louisville, sw~ 1g>
trash and paint chips to help clean up Mayfield: Iti a
Joint effort, the three Greek o rganization cowiciti
cleaned up eight different areas.
• ~ ~:
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(Above) Mitch Hultman, freshman from Paducah, sits
atop a vending machine to paint under the aWning:
while Anicia Ramos, senior from Mayfield, stancts·
below painting the building. (Left) Greeks take .a·
break to play 'Big Booty,' where people's numbers are
called and if they mess up the beat, they are kicked
out ofthe ga me.
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